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the tail water from the wheels. Upon the surface of

the water in the wheel box, F, rested a float, from

which projected a rod vertically, to the top of the

penstock; this rod exhibited to the operator above

the level of the water in the wheel box, and served as

a Check to any neglect of duty on the part of the

operator at the adjustable notch, f. For wheels which I

vented water more rapidly than other, the adjustable : E

notch and float indicator were necessary to ascertain 5

the actual difference of level of the head and tail ‘

water during every trial, which difference is the true

head or fall acting on any water wheel.

It will be noticed that the amount of water which

escaped from the wheel during the experiment, into

the measuring box, was only that which was used to

raise a known weight a measured hight, after the

wheel had attained a uniform speed.

It is reasonable to assume that the amount of water

required to start diiicrent wheels may vary very con

siderably; and it is possible that a wheel which gives

a higher ratio of useful effect while in motion, may

require more water to get it underway than one which

gives a lower ratio. It is also certain that, at the

commencement of the trials, the rope would be drawn

to different tensions; perhaps, in some instanccs, it

would hang loosely from the sheave, in which case

the wheel would vent a great deal of water before the

weight would be lifted at all. It was to avoid errors

from these sources that the apparatus was constructed

in the manner described ; to ascertain the useful

effect of each wheel only while in motion and during

the performance of its work, omitting altogether the

uncertain conditions of starting and stopping.

The difierent parts of the apparatus were so disposed

that the observer at the penstock overflow could see

the level of the water in the wheel box, as indicated

by the float rod ; and tire observer stationed to signal

the passage of the tape over the measuring point

could, by his car, note the time of closing and open

ing the discharge valve, and make allowance, if neces

sary, for any fore or after movement which might un

avoidably occur while closing it. This observer was,

at the same time, within sight of the float rod and

penstock overflow, and, in the interim of tape transits,

could detect, at a glance, the hight of head under

which the wheel was working. In this manner, one

observer could watch the performances of the others,

and act as a check to any neglect of duty on their

I part ; and any person interested in the correct testing

of the wheels could see the ropes, water levels and

discharge valve from one station point, and thus ob

serve for himself the faithfulness of the operators and

the progress of the trials. The time required for each

wheel to perform its work was taken by an observer,

who stationed himself on an upper platformat a point

favorable for observing the exact moment of transit

of the tapes.

During the whole course of the experiments the

same persons gave the same signals and operated the

same parts of the apparatus, and no pains were

spared in securing the greatest degree of exactness in

every manipulation of the machine. ‘

The amount of weight to which the box was loaded

was varied in different experiments; these weights,

together with all the essential data of the trials, ap

pear in the tables which are given under the head of

each wheel. A correct platform scale for weighing

the box was kept at the apparatus during the whole

time of the experiments, and any person w _

wished to be satisfied of its correctness before trying

his wheel, could have it tested upon making that wish

known.

assaults on run menu.

Under the heading, ‘-' Ratio of Useful Effect," are

the quotients, which are found by dividing the pro

duct of the weight in box and hight raised, by the

product of the weight of water discharged and hight

of head and fall.

The following example will show the process by

which the ratio of useful effect is obtained.

The area of the bottom of the box was constantly

24.86 square feet.

1} cubic foot of water was taken at 62.6 lbs. avoirdu

pois.

Then 1,000><26=25,000.

And 24-86><3'266xs2.5><e=30447.2s5.

And 25000-2-30447.285=.8210-=1-atio of useful effect

sought for.
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It will be noticed that the quantity 30447.285,

which expresses in pounds the whole possible effect or

mechanical power of the water used in the above ex

periment, is greatcr than the quantity 25,000, which

expresses in the same terms the amount of work done

by the wheel. The difference between them indicates

the loss of power by the use of the wheel and at

tached machinery.

The following proportion will express the percen

tage of power utilized by the model wheel, when act

ing under the circumstances given in the table:—

304-17.285 : 25000 : :100 : 82.10.

If the models were arranged according to the ratio

of useful effect they gave, beginning with the high

est, the following list would indicate the order:—

Stevenson's second wheel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .8777

Geyelin‘s second whcel.. . . . ... . .82“)

Andrews & Kalhach’s third whom 8191

Li

  

Collins‘ second wheel . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7662

Andrews & Kalbaclfls sr-.c,ond 7591

Smith's Parker's, fourth trial .7569

. .7467

. .73-‘$5

. .7l69

7123

. .h'1'99

. .6736

. .6012

. .6324

. .6205

. ,6l32

. .5ilfi

Smith's Parker‘s, third trial

Sl.evenson‘s first wheel. . . . .

Andrews‘ first wheel

Rich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Monroe . . . . . . . . . . .. use

Collins’ ilrst whecl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .4734

It will be noticed, by reference to the tables, that

the highest ratio obtained is given in the above list,

and not the average of each series. The figures pre

sent, therefore, the best work done by each wheel.

Taking into account the fact that each and every

wheel was tried under an unvarying head, and that

whatever error there might be in the precise relations

which should obtain between the diameter of the

wheel, the number and area of its issues and weight

to be raised, to make the experiment a perfect

one ; it was perhaps compensated for by the opportu

nities offered to alter the model, change the ratio of

gearing and the weights to be raised. For these

reasons, the results of these experiments may be con

sidered the fairest show of the merit which the

mmlr-ls possessed.

The wheels are classified according to the direction

of discharge from the issues of their buckets.

The first class includes those in which the discharge

was vcriical. Geyclin’s second, Collins’ first and

second, and Stevenson's first and second, were all

Jonval wheels, and all discharged downward, while

Andrews’ and Andrews 8. Kalbach‘s discharged up

ward.

The second class includes the outward discharge

wheels. The head water passed into these wheels be

tween their hubs and the inner ends of the buckets,

and thence outward ccntrifngally from the periphery

of the wheels.

The third class includes the inward discharge wheels.

They were all surrounded by scrolls, and the head

water entered all of them and was discharged from

the issues toward their axes, except Mason's, which

discharged downward. 'l‘hc power of the head water

was directed by the scroll around the wheel, but its

motion through the wheel was centripetal.

The figures in the fourth column were found by the

process explained above.

The figures of the fifth column were found by divid

ing the number of cubic feet of water discharged by

the number of seconds which elapsed during the dis

charge. For example:-—

24.86X3.266+26=3-122,

sought for.

The figures in the sixth and seventh columns were

obtained from actual measurements of the models,

The “velocity of water through guides" in feet,

per second; will be found in the eighth column, and

is obtained as follows:—

As above, the cubic feet of discharge per second is

3.122. The area of orifices through guides is 44.6

square inchcs,'which is 4~i.6+l44=.3097 foot; and

the quantity discharged in feet per second, divided by

the area of discharge, gives the velocity of discharge.

Therefore, 3.l22+.3097=l0.08=velocity in feet per

second.

Column nine gives the hights of head and fall in

feet, which were taken by measurement of the dis

tances between the levels of head and tail water dur

ing the time each and every trial was made.

The ratios of actual to theoretic velocity of the

water through the guides are given in the ienth

column, and are found thus: The theoretic velocity of

water issuing from an orifice under pressure, is equal

to that of a falling body at a hight equal to the head

which gives said pressure.

Therefore, ~/6 X 64.33=l9.6-5=theoretic velocity in

feet per second.

The actual velocity is 10.08, found in column eight.

Hence, 10.08+l9.66=.6l29=ratio sought for.

The figures in column eleven are found in the same

manner as those in column eight, by substituting the

areas from column seven for those of column six ; and

the figures of column twelve are found by the same

process as those of column ten, by substituting the

velocities of column eleven for those of column eight.

The “revolutions of wheels per minute," in column

thirteen, were deduced from the ratios of gearing and

velocity of drums. Thus: the actual diameter of

drum was 9,1“. inches; the diameter of rope was 1}

inches, but the effective circumference of the former

was 2.5836 feet.

Then 25+2.5836=9.67&‘3=revolutions of drums in

26 seconds.

And 9.6763X60-9-26==22.33=revolutionsr of drum

per minute.

Therefore 22.33 X 60 -:- 7= 191.4 = revolutions of

wheel per minute.

Having the revolutions of the wheels per minute,

the “velocities of the circumferences of the wheels,"

in feet, per second, in column fourteen, are easily

found.

Column sixteen contains the diameters of the model

wheels, which were obtained by actual measurements

of the same.

To get the velocity of circumference in feet per

second, we have the diameter in inches=l6.62.

Then, l6.62><3.l416+l2=4.85=circumfcrence of

wheel in feet.

And l9l.4X4.35+60=l3.876=the velocity sought

for.

Column fifteen gives the “ ratios of circumferential

to theoretic velocity." In the process for obtaining

the ratios in column ten, it was shown ihat the theo

the amount of discharge
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retic velocity of dlflchu-Tge of water under the given

head was 19.65 feet per second.

Then 13.9—:-19-65=.7074=ratio sought.

Column seventeen gives the “loads in pounds at

the circumference of wheels," which are found by

the following proccss:—

Above, it is stated that the revolutions of wheel

and drum per minute are respectively l9l.4 and 22.33,

and, in this experiment the load on drum was 1,000

h>s.; therefore

19l.4 : 22.33 : : 1000 : 116.66,

which latter is the load on the ,wheel. Now, the

diameter of the wheel is 16.62 inches, and the circum

ference in feet corresponding to this is 14.85, as above,

while the circumference of drum is 2.5836 feet.

Therefore, 4.35 : 2.5836 : : 1l6.66X : 69.24, which

latter is the load at the circumference of the wheel in

pounds.
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Here is something that you can have a pull at when

I have finished to-day. It is a little apparatus of two

hollow brass hemispheres, closely fitted together, and

having connected with it a pipe and a cock, through

which we can exhaust the air from the inside, and

though the two halves are so easily taken apart while

the air is left within, yet you will see when we exhaust

it by and by, no power of any two of you will be able

to pull them apart. Every square inch of surface that

is contained in the area of that vessel sustains fifteen

pounds by weight, or nearly so, when the air is taken

out ; and you may try your strength presently in see

ing whether you can overcome that pressure of the

atmosphere.

Here is another very pretty thing—the boy's sucker,

only refined by the philosopher. We young ones have

a perfect right to take toys, and make them into phi

losophy, inasmuch as now-a-days we are turning phi

losophy into toys. Here is a sucker, only it is made

of india-rubber; if I clap it upon the table, you see

at once it holds. Why does it hold T I can slip it

about, but if I try to pull it up, it seems as if it

would pull the table with it. I can easily make it

slip about from place to place ; but only when I bring

it to the edge of the table can I get it off. It is only

kept down by the pressure of the atmosphere above.

Here is a couple of them ; if you take these two and

press them together, you will see how strong they

stick. And, indeed, we may use them as they are

proposed to be used, to stick against windows or

against walls, where they will adhere for an evening,

and serve to hang anything on that you want. I think,

however, that you boys ought to have experiments

that you can make at home ; and so here is a very

pretty experiment in illustration of the pressure of

the atmosphere. Here is a tumbler of water ; suppose

I were to propose to you to turn that tumbler upside

down, so that the water should not fall out, and yet

not keep it in by my hand, but merely by using the

pressure of the atmosphere ; could you do that? Take

a wine glass, either quite full or half full of water,

and put a flat card on the top ; turn it upside down,

and then see what becomes of the card and of the

water. The air cannot get in because the water, by

its capillary attraction round the edge, keeps it out.

I think this will give you a strong notion of what

you may call the materiality of the air, when I tell

you that that box contains a pound of it, and this

room more than a tun, and you will begin to think

that air is something very serious. I will make an

other cxpcriment to convince you of this positive re

sistance. There is that beautiful experiment of the

pop gun, made so well and so easily, you know, out

Of a quill, or a tube, or anything of that kind ; where

we take a slice of potato, for instance, or an apple,

and take the tube and cut out a pellet, as I have now

done, and push it to one end. I have made that end

tight ; and now I take another piece and put it in ; it

will confine the air that is within the tube perfectly

and completely for our purpose ; and now I shall find it

absolutely impossible, by any force of mine, to drive
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that little pellet close up to the other. It cannot be

done; Imay press the air toacertain amount, but ifl go

on pressing, long before it comes to the second, the

confined air will drive the front one out with a force

something like that of gunpowder ; for gunpowder is

in part dependent upon the same action that you saw

in this case.

Here is an experiment which I saw the other day,

and was much pleased with, as I thought it would an

swer our purpose here. (I ought to have held my

tongue for four or five minutes before I began this ex

periment, because I depend upon the strength of my

lungs for the success of it.) By the proper applica

tion of air, I expect to drive this egg out of one cup

into the other by the force of my breath, but if I fail

it is in a good cause, and I do not promise success, be

cause I have been talking more than I ought to do, to

make the experiment succeed.

[The lecturer here tried the experiment, and suc

ceeded in blowing the egg from one egg cup to the

other.]

You see that the air which I blow goes downward

between the egg and the cup, and makes a blast under

the egg, and is thus able to lift a heavy thing_for a

full egg is a very heavy thing for air to lift. If you want

to make the experiment, you had better boil the egg

quite hard first, and then you may very safely try

to blow it from one cup to the others with a little

care.

I thinkI have now kept you long enough upon this

property of the weight of the air, but there is another

thing I should like tomention. You saw the way in

which, in this pop gun, I was able to drive the second

piece of potato half or two-thirds of an inch before

the first piece started, by virtue of the elasticity of

the air ; just as I pressed into the copper bottle the

particles of air by means of the pump. Now, this

depends upona wonderful property in the air, name

ly, its elasticity, and I should like to give you a good

illustration of this. It is this : if I take anything

that confines the air properly, as this membrane, it is

able to contract and expand so as to give us a

measure of the elasticity of the air, and to confine in

it a certain portion of air ; and then, if we take the

atmosphere off from the outside of it, just as in these

cases we put the pressure on—if we take the pressure

off, you will see how it will then go on expanding and

expanding, larger and larger, until it will fill the

whole of this bell jar, showing you that wonderful

property of the air, its elasticity, its compressibility,

and expansibility, to an exceedingly large extent; and

this is very essential for the purposes and services it

performs in the economy of creation.

We will now turn to another most important part

of our subject, remembering that we have examined

the candle in its burning, and have found that it gives

rise to various products. We have the products, you

know, of soot, of water, and of something else which

you have not yet examined. We have collected the

water, but have allowed the other things to go into

the air. Let us now examine some of these other

products.

Here is an experiment which, I think, will help you

in part in this way. We will now put our candle there,

and place over it a chimney, thus. I think my candle

will go on burning, because the air passage is open at

  

the bottom and at the top. In the first place, you see the

moisture coming--that you know about. Itis water pro

duccd from the candle by the action of the air upon

its hydrogen But besides that, something is going

out at the top ; it is not moisture—it is not water_it

is not comlensihlc ; and yet, after all, it has very sin
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gular properties. You will find that the air coming

out of the top of our chimney is nearly sufficient to

blow the light out I am holding to it, and if I put the

light fairly opposed to the current, it will blow it

quite out. You will say, thatis as it should he, and

I am supposing that you think it ought to do so, be

cause the nitrogen docs not support combustion, and

ought to put the candle out, since the candle will not

burn in nitrogen. But is there nothing else there

than nitrogeh? I must now anticipate—that is to say,

I must use my own knowledge, to supply you with the

means that we adopt for the purpose of ascertaining

these things, and examining such gases as these. I

will take an empty bottle—here is one—and if I hold

it over this chimney, I shall get the combustion of the

candle below sending its results into the bottle above;

and we shall soon find that this bottle ‘contains, not

merely an air that is bad as regards the combustion of

a taper put into it, but having other properties.

Let me take a little quick lime and pour some com

mon water on to it——the commonest water will do. I

will stir it a moment, then pour it upon a piece of fil

tering paper ina funnel, and we shall very quickly

have a clear water proceeding to the bottle below, as I

have here. I have plenty of this water in another

bottle, but, nevertheless, I should like to use the lime

water that was prepared before you, so that you‘may

see what its uses are. If I take some of this beautiful

clear lime water, and put that into this jar, which

has collected the air from the candle, you will see a

change coming about. Do you see that that water

has got quite milky? Observe, that will not happen

with air merely. Here is a bottle filled with air, and

if I put a little lime water into it, neither the oxy

gen nor the nitrogen, nor anything else that is in that

quantity of air will make any change in the lime

water—it remains clear and perfect, and no shaking

of that quantity of lime water with that quantity of

air in its common state will cause any change ; but if

I take this bottle with the lime water and hold it so

as to get the general products of the candle in con

tact with it, in a very short time, you see, we shall

have it milky—-there is the chalk, consisting of the

lime which we used in making the lime water, com

bined with something that came up from the candle—

that other product which we are in search of, and

which I want to tell you about to-day. This is a sub

stance made visible to us by its action, which is not

the action of the lime water itself, but it is something

new to us from the candle. And then we find this

white powder produced by the lime water and the

vapor from the candle, appears to us very much like

whiting or chalk, and when examined it does not

prove to be exactly the same substance as whiting or

chalk. So we are led, or have been led, to observe

upon the various circumstances of this experiment,

and to trace this production of chalk to its various

causes to give us the true knowledge of the nature

of this combustion of the candlc—to find that this

substance issuing from the candle is exactly the same

as that substance which would issue from a retort if I

were to put some chalk into it and make it red hot

with a little moisture; you would then find that

exactly the some substance would issue from it as

from the candle.

But we have a better means of getting this sub

stance, and in greater quantity, so as to ascertain

what its general characters are. We find this sub

stance in very great abundance in a multitude of cases

where you would least expect it. All limestones con

tain a great deal of this gas which issues from the

candle, and which we call carbonic acid. All chalks,

all shells, all corals, contain a great quantity of this

curious air. We find it fixed in these stoncs,forwhich

reason Dr. Black called it “fixed air‘ '—finding in these

fixed things like marble and chalk-—he called it fixed

air because it lost its quality of air, and assumed the

condition of a solid body. We can easily get this air

irom marble. Here is a jar containing a little muria

tic acid, and here isa taper which, if Iputitto that jar,

will show only the presence of common air. There

is, you see, pure air down to the bottom; the jar is

full of it. Here is a substance-marble, a very beau

tiful and superior marble, and if I put these pieces of

marble into that jar, a great boiling apparently goes

on. That, however, is not steam ; it is a gas that is

rising up, and if I now search the jar by a candle, I

shall have exactly the same effect produced upon the

taper as I had from the air which issued from the end
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of the chimney over the burning candle. It is exactly which now contains air, you will see it sink down at

once, because of the carbonic acid that I pour into it

 

  

and manufactories, is estimated at no less than

10,000,000 horses, or about one hundred millions ofthe same action, and caused by the very same sub

stance that issued from the candle ; and in this way

we can get carbonic acid in great abundancc—we have

already nearly filled the jar. We also find that this gas

is not merely contained in marble. Here is a vessel in

which I have put some common whiting chalk, which

has been washed in water, and deprived of its

coarser particles, and so supplied to the plasterer as

whiting. Here is a large jar c0ntaining.this whiting

and water, and I have here some strong sulphuric

acid, which is the acid you might have to use if you

were to make these experiments (only in using this

acid with limestone, the body that is produed is an

insoluble substance, whereas the muriatic acid pro

duces a soluble substance that does not so much

thicken the water). And you will seek out a reason

why I take this kind of apparatus for the purpose of

showing this experiment. I do it because you may

repeat in a small way what I am about to do ina

large one. You will have just the same kind of action,

and I am evolving in this large jar carbonic acid exact

  

ly the same in its nature and properties as the gas

which we obtained from the combustion of the candle

in the atmosphere. And no matter how different the

two methods by which we prepare this carbonic acid,

you will see, when we get to the end of our subject,

that it is all exactly the same, whether prepared in the

one way or in the other.

We will now proceed to the next of our experiments

with respect to this gas. What is its nature? Here

is one of the vessels full, and we will tryit as we have

done so many other gascs—by combustion. You see

it is not combustible, nor doesit support combustion.

Neither, as we know, does it dissolve much in water,

because we collect it over water very easily. Then

you know that it has an effect and becomes white in

contact with lime water, and when it does become

white in that way, it becomes one of the constituents

to make carbonate of lime or limestone.

Now, the next thing is to show you that it does dis

solve a little in water, and therefore that it is unlike

oxygen and hydrogen in that respect. I have here an

apparatus by which we can produce this solution. In

the lower part of this apparatus is marble and acid,

and in the upper part cold water. The valves are so

arranged that the gas can get from one to the other.

I will set it in action now, and you see the gas bub

bling up through the water, as‘ it has been doing all

night long, and by this time we shall find that we

have this substance dissolved in the water. If I take

a glass and draw off some of the water, I find that it

tastes a little acid to the mouth; it is impregnated

with carbonic acid; and if I now apply a little lime

water to it, that will give us a test of its presence.

This water will make the lime water turbid and white,

which is the carbonic acid test.

'1'hen it is a very weighty gas ; it is heavier than

the atmosphere. I have put their respective weights

at the lower part of this table, along with, for com

parison, the weights of the other gases we have been

  

acid, it will float.

these little balloons filled with air.

sure where the carbonic acid is ; we will just try the

depth, and see whereabouts is its level.

And now I ekhmihe this jar with the lighted taper. I

by2

will find that the carbonic acid has fallen into it, and

it no longer has any power of supporting combustion.

If I blow a soap bubble, which, of course, will be

filled with air, and let it fall into this jar of carbonic

llut I shall, first of all, take one of

I am not exactly

  

  

There you

  

see we have this bladder floating on the carbonic acid,

and if I evolve some more of the carbonic acid, you

will see the bladder lifted up higher. There it goes ;

the jar is nearly full, and now I will see whether I can

blow a soap bubble on that and float it in the same

way. [The lecturer here blew a soap bubble, and al

lowed it to fall into the jar of carbonic acid, when it

It is floating as the balloon

floated, by virtue of the greater weight of the car

bonic acid than ¢ 1 the air. And now, having so far

given you the history of the carbonic acid, as to its

sources in the candle, as to its physical properties and

weight, when we next meet I shall show you of what

iloatcd in it midway.]

it is composed, and where it gets its elements from.

soufivcs or ms srsur menu.
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IIIIINSE INCREASE OP ENGINES,

Our article this week being principally of a statisti

ml and reflective character, is not, as usual, illustra

ted with an engraving. We have now brought down

the chronicles of the steam engine to 1800, when the

patent, extended to Watt, by the Act of Parlia

ment, for twenty-five years, expired and was thrown

It was supposed that nu

merous new improvements would at once he brought

into the field by other inventors, and that the firm of

Bolton & Watt, which had enjoyed the monopoly so

long, would be eclipsed. A new era in steam improve

open to tha public.

ments was announced to commence, and, assuredly,

this was really the case, but not in the sense antici

pated. Owing to the exclusive manufacture of engines

being in the hands of the Soho company, a public pre

judice prevailed against its members, and many

manufacturers, who were not aware of the great bene

fits conferred upon the world by the invention, hung

back, as it were, from using steam engines, under the

idea that when the patent expired they would obtain

engines at much lower prices. It is stated that in

  

  

men.

It is not alone by the development and application

of anew power to arts and commerce, for abridging

human labor, that the steam engine has proven to be

the modern apostle of civilization, but by the con

centration of so vast a power into a very limited space.

Results are now achieved that would have been deem

ed miraculous two hundred years ago. Some idea of

this may be formed when we conceive a steamship,

such as the l'am1erbilt, driven across the ocean with a

power equal to that of 2,000 horses drawing it ; or a

locomotive weighing only 24 tuns snorting along at

the rate of 40 miles an’) hour, with a power equal to

more than 200 horses. At the present day we cannot

justly estimate what the steam engine has done for

us. Had we lived before it was introduced, and had

we seen the clumsy and ineflicient machines which it

superseded, we could have formed a more intelligent

opinion of its benefits. There is one interesting case

on record, however, which throws much curious light

on this particular; itis that of the celebrated water

engines at Marly, France.

In 1682, Louis XIV. had machinery erected at the

village of Marly, upon the Seine, by the great engi

neer ltennequin, of Liege, to raise water for the town

of Versailles. It was a gigantic specimen of the race

of mechanical megalosaurians. The water was raised

by fourteen large water wheels and a series of pumps,

pipes, cranks and rods, remarkable for their ingenious

complexity and the wonderful noise which they made

while working. Dcssaguliers said “the engine at

Marly covers a mile in length of ground, its breadth

is greater than that of the river Seine. It is a stu

pendous machine. It is stated to have cost over

eighty million of French livres "—about $20,000,000.

This machinery for raising water was held to be one

of the glories of old France; no other country could

show such a vast, ingenious and powerful machine.

No sooner, however, was Watt's engine in successful

operation than France became ashamed of what its

people were formerly proud of, and Watt himself was

sent for to construct an engine for Marly. Itis said

that one of his 50-horse engines, afterwards erected

there, raised more water than the whole mile in

length of the old machinery.

 

French Treatment of Group.

A paper on this dangerous malady was lately com

municated to the French Academy of Sciences, by Dr.

Ozanan, who has devoted especial attention to this

disease since 1849, and has made a great number of

experiments with chemical agents in treating it. It

is stated in a report of his paper that the chloride of

potassium dissolves the false membrane in the throat

in the course of 24 hours; chloride of sodium dis

solves it in 36 hours; a solution of bromide potas

sium (l part to 99 of water) dissolves it in 12 hours,

and glycerine has the effect of softening it in 24 hours.

Dr. Ozanan prefers alkalics as dissolvents in treating

ex"-mining1— London, in 1800, engine power to the extent of only croup, but he quotes ,, Peculiar case of s,,cce,,Sfu1
  

PIP"‘- CUBIC l’00'l‘- 660 horses was all that was in operation ; in Manches- treatment with a solution of common salt A mun,

Hydrogen ------------ -- ii8"*- ‘l12'0z' mi 450-110“ P°W°" in Leeds’ 300; While °“ “"1 try physician in France, ihlseo, while attempting to

Oxygen ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' " 11196 1% whole cohtiheht of America there were only four cauterize the throat of a patient with a stick of cans

Nftrogen ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' lOliT Iii “chm ‘mgih°a_h“ whtt's' one of these was ih New tie, to his great dismay found the caustic sucked out

A" ' ' '_‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' who Iii York’ two in Phh"'d°]Phh" and the other ih Virginia’ of his fingers, and swallowed. In terror, he hastily

Carbomc add ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 16 ii when the Patent’ was opened to the public’ then prepared a strong solution of common salt as an an

A pint of it weighs 161 grains, and a cubic foot

weighs 1 T9U ounces, almost two ounces. You can see

by many experiments that thisisaheavy gas. Suppose I

take a glass containing nothing else but air, and this

vessel containing the carbonic acid; and suppose I

pour a little of this gas into that glass, I wonder

whether any has gone in or not ; I cannot tell by the

appearance, but I can in this way [introduces the

taper]. Yes, there it is, you see ; and if I were to ex

amine it by lime water, I should find it in the same

way. Iwill take this little bucket, and put it down

into the well of carbonic acid——indced we too often

have real wells of carbonic acid—and now, if there is

any carbonic acid Imust have got to it by this time, and

it will be in this bucket, which we will examine with

a taper. There it is, you see ; it is full of carbonic

acid. _

I have another experiment by which I will show

you its weight. I have here a jar suspended at one

end of a balance— it is now equipoised, but when I

pour this carbonic acid into the jar on the one side,

was certainly a considerable rush made by millwrights

—the only mechanical engineers of the timc—to make

and improve the engine, but the whole of them failed

of success excepting those who copied Watt's engine

in every essential particular. There was, however, a

great and sudden demand made for new engines, and

itis stated as an extraordinary fact, in proot of the

long-continued monopoly of a patent not being bene

ficial to the patentees themselves, that in the first five

years after the patent had expired, Bolton & Watt

sold twice the number of engines that they had dur

ing an equal time when they possessed the sole right

to manufacture them in England. The same company

has transmitted the business to their descendants,

who still carry on the manufacture at Soho on a most

extensive scale, and they furnished the screw engines

for the Great Eastern.

Since their first engine was built, in 1770, up to the

present data, they have constructed 1,660 engines,

of an united power equal to 177,000 horses ; and the

steam power of Great Britain, in ships, locomotives,

tidote to counteract the effects of the poison, when to

his own surprise it not only etfected this object, but

cured the croup also. Common salt, then, is a most

simple and excellent agent for croup.

Srm/us or l‘h/mrs.—lt is a well known fact that

certain plants grow spirally, some tending to the

right and others to the left. Some new light has

lately been shed upon this subject by Professor Wiedc

man, who, in a communication to the Royal Society,

London, attributes the phenomena to positive and neg

ative electric currents. Hc states that in some exper

iments made by him with iron wire, he found that

when he twisted it in the manner of a right-handed

screw, after the passage of an electric current through

it, the point at which the current entered always be

came a positive pole ; and when he twisted it to the

left hand, the point of entrance became a negative

pole, and the wire magnetized. Currents of electricity

flow through all plants.
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The mum of Metal! and their Alloys.

ll-‘rom Din§lcr‘s Polytechnic Journal]

Formerly, in order to determine the hardness of

different bodies, the bodies had been rubbed against one

another, and that one which cut the others was con

sidered the hardest. In this manner the following

series was obtained :—Diamond, topaz, quartz, steel,

iron, copper, tin, lead. This method is insufficient in

its results, and, furthermore, it Cannot be used to

determine the hardness of metals and their alloys. A

new method has therefore been thought of and used

by Professor T. C. Calvert and B.‘Johnson, which

allopvs of representing the hardness of the different

metals and their alloys by figures.

For this purpose they used an apparatus consisting

essentially of a lever, arranged so

that the pressure exerted by the

same on the piece of metal in ques

tion can be diminished by a weight

From this table it appears that those alloys which

contain a surplus of copper are much harder than the

metals themselves which constitute the alloy ; and it

is singular that this increase is owing to the zinc, the

softer of the two metals contained in the alloy. If

the quantity of zinc contained in the alloy exceeds 50

per cent, the alloy becomes so brittle that it bursts

as soon as the steel point begins to sink in. It is

thought that some of these alloys with a surplus of

zinc merit the attention of engineers, notwithstand

ing, on account of their white appearance, they are

not sold in the market. In particular, it is the alloy

expressed by the formula Cu Zn, and containing, in

100 parts, 49-32 parts copper and 50-68 parts mine,

which deserves every attention. Notwithstanding it

 

attached to the shorter of the two

arms of said lover. The apparatus

is represented in the engraving,

and it consists of a lever, H, with

the sliding balance weight, B, and

the dish, C, which receives the

weights for increasing the pres

sure. The point, L, rests upon a

square iron rod, A, which is guided

by the lugs, E. The iron rod, A,

is provided with a scale at a, and

it is furnished with a conical steel

point, F, 0-275 inches long, 0-197

inches wide at the base and 0-049

inches wide at the point. This

point rests upon the piece of metal,

the hardness of which is to be

determined. A block of iron, G, supports the latter,

and the standard or fulcrum, W, can be raised or

lowered by means of a screw, M. By turning this

screw the entire weight of the lever is thrown upon

the standard, I, and upon the screw itself, and if it is

desired, by turning said screw, the effect of the

balance weight on the rod can be restored.

In order to determine the hardness of a substance,

it is brought upon the block, G, and while the point,

F, rests on it, the position of the scale, a, on the rod,

A, is marked. The weight on the dish, C, is now in

creased until, during half an hour, the point, F, has

penetrated to the depth of 0-125 inch, and then the

weight is marked. In repeating all the experiments

twice results have been obtained which diiferedbut

slightly from each other.

The annexed tables give the degree of hardness of

the various metals. The experiments have been re

stricted to such metals as are used by machinists

and engineers, and, for them, it is of particular value

to be able to determine the hardness of the various

alloys :—

  

Weight used. Calculated.

Metals. Pounds. Pig iron-10“)

SI-aifordshiro pig iron, N0 3 . 4800 1000

flteel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milt)! 958!

Bar‘ iron . 45(1) 018

l'lnlirrnm . . . . 1800 375

Copper (pur 1445 Bill

Alnrninnm . 13.!) ‘Hi

l-iilver (pure) 1000 208

Zine (pure). 8!!) 183

Gold (pure). . . . Bill 167

Cadrn um (pur 520 108

Bismuth (pure 250 52

Tin (pure) 130 27

Lead (pure) . . . . .. 75 [6
  

From this table it appears that pig iron, as com

pared with other metals, contains a high degree of

hardness; but, notwithstanding many alloys have a

very extraordinary hardness, not one of themis equal

in this respect to pig iron.

The first series of alloys which has been investi

gated has been that of copper and zinc; the second,

the various compositions of bronze ; the third, alloys

of tin and zinc; the fourth, alloys of lead and anti

mony ; and the last, alloys of lead and tin.

.u.r.ors or corrsu arm zrsc (uaass).

l-‘onnulus accord Contained in

  

ing to the eqniv- 1000 mris of‘ By cal

alr-nur. the rr log. Weiglrls used. Obtained. cu ntion.

Alloys. Copper. earl. lonnds. Pig -— 10(1) Pig— 1(I)0

Zn Cufi . . . . . . . . . .. 8295 1706 2050 42708 280%‘!

Zn Cut. 7066 2044 2250 45915 276'i'.i2

Zn CIl3.. . 7418 25152 2250 46875 27604

Zn Cn2 . 6006 8301 2270 472.92 26104

Zn Cu. . . . 4932 5068 20“) ('1)-H7 24383

with l.500 pounds. The. . Broke
C“ Z“: 32 H 67 16 2 point did not sink in.

sllrnkc wirh 1,500 pounds. The

Cu Zn3 . . . . . . . . . .. 24.6; 7536 mini sunk in to the depth of

i -61th of an inch.

’Brokc wirh 2,000 pounds. The

Cu Zn4 . . . . . . . . . .. 1057 80-43 point penetrated alittle deeper

, than before.

The point wmerrated to the depth

Cu 7.n5....... 1630 8570 g of 1-1 rh of an rnch with 1,500

pnllll(lS. Broke wirh 'Z,ll)U.

  

contains- 20 per cent more zinc than any ordinary

brass, its color, if the same is properly made, is much

more beautiful than that of brass. The only reason

why it did not come into use is probably because, if

the quantity of the zinc used in the alloy exceeds 33

per cent the brass becomes so white, the m:nu

facturers considered it advisable not to exceed

this proportion. But if they had taken the quan

tity of zinc exactly up to 50-63 per cent, and if

they had mixed the metals well, they would have ob

tained an alloy of acolor equally rich as that contain

ing 90 per cent of roppcr, and of a hardness three

times greater tluvn that of the latter. In order to make .

the value oi this alloy better understood to engineers,

we give n. table of the diilercnt kinds of bra generally

manufactured :—

Contained in i0!) parts. llardness oi lim nllny.

Weighr. used. 1' g iron . U 1000

Brass. Copper. Tin. Zinc. Lead. Prjunds. Ohrmned. (iul’d.

Large bearing. 5206 i282 5.13 — 2700 562 259

Mm plugs . . . . .. &l l0 l0 -- 3600 750 262

Yellow brass... 64 — $0 — 251) 5%) 258

Pumps it pipes. 80 5 7.5 7.5 16.50 343 257

The alloy Cu Zn contains still another quality, viz.,

the inclination to form prismatic crystals, that is,

prisms about half an inch in lcngth and of an extra

ordinary toughness. Thcrc is no doubt that this alloy

is not a mixture but a r-lrcrnical composition of the two

metals, the same as a great many alloys, which is

clearly shown in tire article on the conductibility of

different metals and their alloys, published on pages

36 and 87, Vol. III. (new series), of the Sorssrrrrc

Axxsrcas.

mronzrr armors.

  

Formula nccord- Contained in llardncss. Pig iron -1000

ing to their llllparfs. Weight

chem.comp’tn. Copper. Tin. used. - Obtained. Calc'd.

c snr......... .. M3‘ 9021 400 as-rrs rarer

(Ill Srl4.. . . ll'#6 B814 460 9b'8l 59-56

Cu Sn3.. .. l5'2l 8179 500 I H‘ll (“'75

Cu Sn2.. . 2l'2l 7ti'7‘.) 050 13512 8179

With 700 pounds the point sunk in

Cu Sn . . . . . . . . . . .. 54.98 65.02 3 of an inch, and the alloy

_ ro e.

sn our ......... .. as-11 51-sa i“‘""“" "",,",§'§0I,"_;‘,‘,',‘,;‘iL,,_"'l“’ P°'“‘

Sn Cu:_______ H _ 61,79 38,11 gllrnke wirh tfillgcpg-rrrrrls in small

Broke in two with lilfllponnds.

Sn C-u~i . . . . . . . . .. 6827 3173 g The polnlrldid not sink in l-64th

oi n.n rm~ .

Sn (‘u5.. ._ . 27"l_,g dire samrgpralg-llrra.

S C 10... .. ' 15' 6'' ".5"03

Sll Clilb. . 0397 1103 3710 77292 27i'J'i£l

Sn Cn20. .. .. 9l'49 B'5l 3070 68968 27770

Sn Cu2b... . 9311 6'51 2890 60206 27916

  

The results obtained with this series of alloys are

very remarkable. All the alloys containing a surplus

of tin are very soft ; and if the quantity of copper—

one of the toughest metals—is a little increased, the

alloy is rendered brittle, for the alloy Cu Sn2 is not

brittle, while this is the case with the alloy Cu Sn.

And the same is the case with all the other alloys up

to Sn Cu-'*, and the brittleness only ceases with the

alloy Sn Cum, which contains 84-32 parts copper to

  

15-68 parts tin ; and this alloy, notwithstanding four

fiiths of its weight are copper, is nearly as hard as

pig iron. The small quantity of tin mixed with the

copper renders this alloy, and all those which follow,

remarkably hard.

Since copper and tin, mixed with tin or zinc, obtains

a much larger degree of hardness than it has when

pure, it was of some interest to find out whether the

alloys of tin and zinc also become harder than theory

would let us believe. The following table contains

the results of some experiments made with such

alloys :—

ALLOYS or rm nun zrsc.

  

Contains in 100 Hardness. Pig iron_— 1000

Chemical compost pnrrs. Weight

tion. Z.nc. Tin. used. Obtained. Calc‘d.

. . 2| ‘65 7835 '‘.1)0 64 '-'1) 6085

. 3560 6410 381) 68'?!) 8270

. . !a5‘6l 4719 4(1) 8'!‘-13 1101!)

. 6243 37117 450 9370 12468

.. 6880 31'“ 505 10520 l3l'23

. 73‘-43 20'6"! 6(1) 12.511! 1421B

Sn 8'68 l.'rK2 580 12083 15833

These results show that these two metals have no

influence on each other, and the figures representing

their hardness are almost without exception smaller

than those obtained by calculation. The same results

have been obtained in regard to the conductibility of

heat of these alloys, which shows conclusively that

they are mere mixtures.

We add two tables of alloys, consisting of tin and

antimony, and also consisting of lead and tin. We

find that in the alloys of tin and lead, the tin in

creases the hardness of the lead, but not in the some

degree as that of the copper.

armors or LEAD wrrrr asruronr.

  

Contained in

Chemical cornposi- 100 parts. \\'r-ight

tion. Lead. Aui'y. u.-ed. Hardness.

The point sank in in

75.69 9%: 7-6‘ inchcs,_ and the

block broke.

The block broke when

7l‘36 900 the point had pom

trared 7-01 inches.

65'“ 875 182

The hlflck hmko when

5617 61.!) lhe pornt hnd penc

traled 7-64 inches.

3839 . 109

23158 396 80

"'20 310 66

1318 300 64

M07 205 63

Al-IDY8 OF LEAD WIT]! TIN.

Cnnlniued in Iinrdncss. Pig iron —l(li0

Chemical comp0si- l00 pnril. Weight

rlun. Lend. Tin. used. Obtained. Crrlrfrl.

Pb S05. . 2008 7397 200 41137 2306

l’h>'u4_ . .'i)'b7 6913 105 2102 2368

l'h.\‘n3. . 860'.) ififll 160 32113 Z2153

i'irh‘n2. . ‘(HQ 5318 125 2604 I009

i’h,Sn . (“'78 3022 100 20'83 1977

Sn l' . 77'S9 £11 125 2004 1812

in P0 . M0‘) l5‘.Il 135 2812 l7.23

Sn Pbd . rif'.'r7 1243 L!» 2001 171!“

Sn Pb!) . . . . . . . . . .. 8960 1020 H0 2202 10.77

0-»-——_—_
 

Enormous Profits of Telegraph Companies.

At the late session of Congress an attempt was

made to procure an extension of Morse’s telegraph

patents, and the attempt was opposed by Dr. Lcverett

Bradley. From Dr. Bradley's memorial in opposition

to the extension, it seems that the line between Boston

and New York yields sufiicient profits every three

months to pay for building the lino ! Stock has been

issued for large amounts more than the line cost, and

on this artificially inflated stock great dividends are

made. 4

The capital stock of the American Tele raph Company

for their line between Boston and Was rington is now

$1,535,000, upon which the net profits amount to over 20

per cent or annum. It is known that responsible parties

will give ends to build a line over the same route and

stockit, to do the same amount of business now done, for

$75,000.

A dividend of cent ‘per cent was paid, a few years ago,

upon the inflated stoc of‘ the greatest of the Western com

panies, after which the stock was multiplied by five so as

to amount to some millions.

N0 definite statement can be made of the amount of the

present wealth of Professor Morse, as that is a private

matter which it might be deemed to his interest to kee

from the public ; but i‘rorn what ire has received from his

patents it- ought to be very great. He must, however,

under any circumstances, have realized an immense sum.

From the large amount of very valuable telegraph stock

Mr. Morse holds now, and from the hi hi valuable real

estate in his splendid mansion near the lgiith-avenue, New

York, his estate at Poughkeepsie, and other pro erty, it is

clear that he is a rich man, and his riches rave been

realized from his patents. He stands on the books of one

of the telegraph companies, viz.: The American Telegraph

Company, as the owner of 1,007 shares of stock of $100

each, on which the net profits have been the last year from

20 to 25 per cent. (The stock of that company is over

$1,600,000.) He is also the owner of‘ a large amount of

stock of other telegraph companies. owning the lines from

Washington to New Orleans via Richmond, Charleston,

Savannah and Mobile; also the lines from New York to

Buifalo, Louisville to New Orleans, and other lines. Mr. F.

O. J. Smith, who owned one quarter of the Morse patent,

sold that quarter with stocks ac uired i'r'om it, reserving

aromaining interest of $15,000, or $300,000, as appears

from the contract sale With the American Telegraph Conr

pany.
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First Locomotives in America.

lllsssns. Enrroas:—Was not the first locomotive

run upon an American railway (the Schenectady) con

structed in England, with brass flues, and, in conse

quence of the different degrees of contraction between

brass and iron, did the fines not rupture, and were

not copper fines put in afterward ? And did not John

Hampson, who was sent to England to procure this

engine, fail for some time to discover the cause? This

information I received from himself. I inclose you an

article from the Sqanton Herald in relation thereto.

Gsoncr. Msnnrcx.

Northumberland, Pa., March 15, 1861.

[Our cotemporary-—the Scranton I1erald—publishes

an account obtained from Major Allen of the Novelty

Works, this city, of the first locomotive trial trip

made in America. This took place, it is stated, on

the Deleware and Hudson Canal Railroad ; Mr. Allen

was the engineer on the occasion; the engine was

purchased in England, but was soon abandoned on

account of the feeble character of the bridges on the

road—they could not bear its load. The date when

this trial took place is not given. We have always

entertained the opinion, perhaps without good reason,

that the first locomotive run in America was called

the John Bull, was obtained from England for the

Albany and Schenectady Railroad, and that it did

good service for several years, after being altered for

burning wood fuel. Mr. D. Matthews, engineer,

Philadelphia, or Mr. Walter McQueen, Superintendent

of the Schenectady Locomotive Works, can, we pre

sume, furnish accurate information on the subject.

—Ens.]

“devil of a war ship" soon reached Europe, and in a

treatise on steam vessels, which was published in

Glasgow, Scotland, about that time, the author of the

work, giving a full and accurate account, as he stated,

of the Demologas, described her as being “ 300 feet in

length; breadth, 200 feet; thickness of her sides, 13

fect—alternate oak plank and cork-wood—carrics 40

guns, four of which are 100 pounders, can discharge

100 gallons of boiling water per minute, and by in

genious mechanism, brandishes 300 cutlasscs with the

utmost regularity over her gunwales, and works an

equal number of heavy iron pikes of great length,

darting them from her sides with prodigious force."

As this vessel was built during the excitement of

the last war with England, the forgoing description

shows that she was reviewed from the shores of Scot

land with a telescope, far surpassing in its magnifying

powers the great instrument of Lord Itossc. Under

its focus, the Demologas swelled into proportions, be

side which the La Gloire, the Black Prince, and all the

recent great floating batteries of England and France

are mere pigmics. Great Britain was in commotion

by the news of the Demologas being launched,

but peace being declared soon afterward, her scalding

water, flashing cutlasses and thrusting pikes, never

had a chance of cooking an Englishman, spiking a

Scot, or decapitating an Irishman.

The Demologaa was used as a receiving ship at the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, from 1815 until the night of

June 4, 1829, when she blew up, killing 24 men and

wounding 19. The cause of this unfortunate accident

has never been satisfactorily ascertained. The Dcm0l0

gas was the first steam vessel of war ever built.-—Ens.]

—_-.”__

A Our-ions Experiment.

Massns. Enrroas :—Why is it? Take a round piece

of pastcboard (or any other shape) and insert it in a

quill open at both ends, as in the drawing, and lay this

on another piece of pasteboard of the same shape, in

which is stuck apin, so that the pin will enter the

quill. Blow through the quill as hard as you may,

but the lower piece cannot be blown ofi‘. G. B. D.

Marion, Ohio, March 14, 1861.

[A common spool, such as is used for sewing cot

ton, forms a suitable apparatus for trying this won

derful experiment. Take

a bit of smooth writing

paper a little larger than

the head of the spool, and

run a pin through the paper

and into t.he bore of the

spool. Now, by blowing

down, as represented in the

cut, it will be found impos

sible to blow the paper off.

By observing closely, it will be seen that the paper

does not quite touch the head of the spool. It is, of

course, necessary to hold the paper up with the hand

until you begin to blow.

The explanation is this :—When the currents of air

are established radiating from the central tube hori

zontally between the disk and the paper, the greater

area of the disk as compared with that of the tube,

‘causes the air above the paper to be rarified, when

the pressure of the air below, not being fully counter

balanced, holds the paper up. The pin acts as an an

chor to prevent the paper from being blown away

horizontally. -—Eos. ]

  

  

 

 

Hot Water as a Means of Defense.

Massas. Emrons :—I have often wondered why the

use of hot water has not received the attention of

military engineers to a greater degree than it has. My

proposition in regard to fortifications, is the extend

ing of a line of cast-iron pipes between four and six

inches in diameter protected, along the outside of the

ramparts, with shot tubes like unto enlarged gas

burners placed seven or eight inches apart, and

screwed into the main pipes with apertures similar to

fish-tail burners, so as to throw the streams in op

posite directions, each stream crossing the other, care

being taken that the tubes be turned slightly from the

ramparts, so as to eject the streams outwardly. In

this manner a constant sheet of scalding water could

be poured into the ranks of the enemy. At certain

distances, say thirty or forty feet, valves should be

inserted, which, by a simple movement, would turn

on or ofl" the water, according to the section of pipe at

which the attack would be made. In reference to

vessels-of-war, particularly steamers, it could be most

easily and successfully employed. I would, in that

case, propose the extension of a belt, as it were, of

pipe, from three to four inches in diameter, around

the entire hull, outside, at a proper distance from the

water, fitted with short tubes, as in the case of the

fortification, the supply operated upon by means of

stop-valves from the inside, at the spot or section it

should be required. \Vu.rsa P. Boasow.

Norfolk, Va., March 18, 1861.

[We presume the objection to the use of hot water

in warfare, hero proposed, is that the opportunities

for using it are so few. In a fort it could not be used

during a siege, only during an assault, and might he

waited for, with steam up, for months. In a war

steamer the extra weight of larger boilers, and their

contained water and increased consumption of fuel,

would be an objection; for water could not well be

spared from the boilers commonly used, as steam

must be kept up to enable them to manmuver.

We recollect reading, some years ago, of an instance

in which such use of hot water and steam, made inci

dcntally and without special appliances, was signally

effective. A small British war steamer, cruising in

the China seas, was attacked by a whole fleet of the

pirates who infest these waters in such great num

bers, and, notwithstanding the best defense that

could be made with the gun! and small arms, they

were commencing to board in swarms, when the en

gineer, without orders, brought out a hose from the

boiler to the deck, and by a little well directed squirt

ing, in a very few seconds drove them all overboard

into their boats or into the sea, and many who es

caped scalding were drowned.

In the year 1813, the greatly distinguished Robert

Fulton proposed to the President of the United States

the building of a great war steamer, to be called

Dcmologas, and he executed drawings and specifications

for her entire construction and armament. She was

to carry a great battery, furnaces for red hot shot,

submarine guns to discharge hundred pound balls

into an enemy's vessel below her water line, and, in

addition to this, her engine was to discharge an im

mense column of hot water upon the decks and

through the port holes, thus making her the most

tremendous war vessel ever suggested by human in

genuity. The cost of the Dmwloyas was estimated at

$320,000. In the subsequent year, March 1814, Con

gress made an appropriation for building this vessel,

its chief object being that of a floating battery for

coast defense. Fulton was appointed chief engineer,

and Adam and Noah Brown, of New York, received

the contract for the hull, and in the month of October

following, these enterprising shipbuilders had her

safely launched in the presence of a vast multitude of

people who lined the shores of the East river. In

length she was 156 feet; breadth, 66 feet ; depth, 20

feet; and her wheels were 16 feet in diameter. In

May, 1815, her engine was fitted up ; the cylinder was

48-inch bore ; 8troke,60 inches ; and her capacity 2,476

tuns. The trial trip was made on the first of June,

and was considered very successful, the speed attain

ed being GQ miles per hour. Flaming repofl',g of this

 
‘

Cutters of Planing Machines hould Have a Soft Temper.

lllsssus. Ebrrons :—Last winter, while planing a

large lot of oak plank and timber with a Daniels’ ma

chine, I learned something in regard to tempering

the cutting knives, which was new to me at least, and

may be of service to some of your readers. When I

first began, I tempered the knives as hard as they

would stand without breaking. By accident, I made

one quite soft, and found that it would last nearly

twice as long as the hard ones. I afterward tempered it

as soft as I could and not have the edges roll or turn,

and not only found much less work in grinding,.but

much more durability.

Why would not the same rule apply to the Wood

worth planer ? I know the knives of those machines

used to be tempered very hard, and may be now.

0. Glrrnnla.

 

Chicago, 111., March 20, 1861.

 

Diaphanie, or the Art of Imitating Stained‘ Glass.

Our readers will remember the popularity of poti

chomanie. Potichomanie is now adopted for decorat

ing many articles not thought of on its first introduc

tion. The potichomanie process is adopted for orna

rnenting opaque glass only, such as vases, epergnes,

spillholders, &c., and thus differs from diaphanie,

which is for transparent glass, such as windows, lamp

shades, conservatories, screens, &c.

The materials requisite for the process consist of

printed designs, brushes, transparent varnishes, and

colors. Almost any picture, printed either in colors

or plain, will become transparent if brushed over with

a bright clear varnish, such as sandrach varnish (gum

snndrach in spirit), or Canada balsam in turpentine.

The method of proceeding is as follows. Suppose it

is intended to ornament a staircase window : first ob

tain squares of glass of the proper size to fit the sash,

then lay down one of the squares on a flat board, hav

inga groove so as to prevent it moving during the

operation, the first of which is to polish it quite clean

and bright ; this being done, coat it over with a thin

film of transparent varnish, and then allow it to par

tially dry. While this is doing, arrange the design of

colored papers, or employ an engraving, lithograph,

or photograph on paper.

In making a design of colored papers attention must

be paid to the harmonious distribution of the colors ;

thus the complimentary color of purple is yellow,

that of blue is orange, the best contrast to red is

green; with a red ground blue and yellow borders are

required; with a blue ground yellow and red edges

are most suitable. Green, orange, and purple may be

used more freely than red. Red and yellow are best

suited for windows of a northern aspect, while blue,

purple, and green are most appropriate where there is

an excess of light. Besides plain colored grounds
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Closing the Vent in Firing Cannon.

Msssns. Enrrons:—Why does a premature discharge

take place in loading a cannon, if the vent be not

closed? An answer through your paper'will oblige

C. F. C.

Lowell, Mass, March 28, 1861.

[There are always left in n. cannon, after a discharge,

pieces of the cartridge bag on fire, and if the sponge

be passed down the bore without closing the vent, a

draft of air is created which fans the flame ; but if the

vent be closed, the smoke is compressed around the

burning cloths, and the fire is smothered. Sometimes,

when firing in the dark, a man cannot find the vent

until the sponge is put in ; then the flame will stream

from the vent as if the gun was quite full of fire.

 

PALACE or Wasr1ussrsa.—Marcus B. Monck, pub

lisher of the Builder, No. 89 Nassau-street, is present

ing to his subscribers a beautiful steel plate engraving

of the British Houses of Parliament.
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diaphanie is capable of imitating works of art, such as

historical subjects, bOth sacred and profane ; portraits

and animals; landscapes and flowers ; armorial and

mediznval devices, &c.

Prcsuming now that the varnish with which the

glass has been coated is sufliciently dry to act as a

cement for the paper, engraving, or photograph,

brush over the face of the design a coat of the trans

parent varnish, and then proceed to lay it down on

the glass in such a manner as not to require shifting.

It‘ only slightly out of place it can be rectified, but if

very crooked the design must be lifted and again laid

down more carefully. If there are any air-bubbles

under the pattern they can be removed by scraping a

stilt‘ card over the picture, drawing the air from the

center to the side. The design can also be flattened

down on the glass by placing a sheet of paper upon it,

and rubbing it with a soft duster.

The patterns are now left to dry for twenty-four

hours, and if then the whole adheres perfectly to the

glass, they must be brushed over with a coat of trans

parent liquid, and then left to dry, and finally var

nished, when the diaphanied squares of glass may be

said to be complete, and have then only to be placed

into their position to show their exquisite effect, and

being already cut of the size to correspond with the

panes of glass in the window, they are easily held in

the sash by a few small pins, or brass brads ; the pic

ture side of the glass is to be placed next to the win

dow-pano, so that the unprepared side can be cleaned

as other windows are.

In large towns there are always back windows, with

anything but a “ bright prospect.” Now, ladies with

taste can make these “ look-outs” objects of admira

tion and elegance.

Diuphanie has the merit of combining moderate cost

with durability and beauty ; and ther@are few people

but love the labor of their own hands, or of those who

are bound to them by ties of love and affection. When

the worker shall have passed away, these memorials

of her taste and industry will still remain, and when

the first grief of the mourner has become but a pleas

urable recollection of the past, they will be treasured

as household gods. An old map, worked in silk,

hangs in our library; it is a sampler of—never mind

of whom—of somebody, when she was a little girl at

school. I would not change it for a work of Raphael

or Hogarth. Future generations will say the same of

those who now work at diaphanie !—Sep!i1nus 1’iessc.

--_‘-‘.v—-——_

An American Invention in England-Feed for Loco

motives while Running.

At a recent meeting of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, at Birmingham, England, a paper was

read by Mr. John Ramsbottom, describing a method

of feeding locomotive engines while running. The

invention consists of a scoop or curved pipe attached

on the bottom of the tender, which dips down into an

open trough of water, and delivers it into the tank of

the engine whilst running along. The scoop is carried

on a center bearing, and when not used it is tilted up

clear of the ground by a balance weight. The trough

extends the length of a quarter of a mile along the

line, and the hight of the water is maintained a little

above the rails. The results were given of filling the

tender, while running at dilierent speeds. It was

found that the delivery of water into the tender was

effected when the engine was passing at the rate of 15

miles per hour, at 22 miles per hour, and at 50 miles

per hour ; and the quantity scooped up in each case

was 1,100 gallons in passing. This mode of feeding

the boiler while running was designed to carry out

the quick working of the Irish mail, which is required

to make a clear run of 84§ miles without stopping

from Chester to Holyhead. The water trough is fixed

half-way on the road. This plan is also designed for

feeding heavy freight engines, to avoid the necessity

of stopping for water; and it also renders available,

without halting, good water on any part of a line,

where there is no station.

This method of feeding locomotives, while on the

run, with water, deserves attention. It is described as

being in practical use ipJ both the London Engineer

and lllechanici Magazine. We claim the invention as

an American production, and secured by patent to

Angus W. McDonald, of New Creek Depot, Va.,

28th Nov., 1854. It was illustrated on page 137,

Vol. X. (old series), Scrimrrrrc Asunucan; but so far

as we have been able to learn, it has never been used

on any of our railroads. Our railroad companies

ought to be ashamed of themselves for thus allowing

English engineers to carry out a somewhat old Amer

ican invention into successful practice before them.

 

Usnr.n the old tariff, wool worth 20 cents peril). or

under was free from duty, and wool worth over 20

cents, had to pay 24 per cent. The way to avoid pay

ing this duty was as follows : The agent of the import

er in this country bought a quantity of wool in France.

He explained to the seller how matters stood, and he

asked him to let him have the wool,which was, perhaps,

worth 25 cents per ib., for 20 cents. “ I will give you

exchange on London for 96 in payment therefor. It

is true, I could sell this oxchange at 108, but I will

make the sacrifice because it is for you." After the

sale was complete, they went to the nearest American

consul and made an afiidavit that the wool had been

bought and sold for 20 cents per pound, and it was in‘!

ported duty free.
 

Tun difference between long and short staple cotton

to the uninitiated, would seem to be but little, but

that little has cost inventors of cotton gins a great

deal of study. The short staple can be rapidly ginned

by the Whitney or saw gin, but this device breaks and

destroys the fiber of the long staple. The latter is

therefore ginned by rollers, a comparatively slow and

tedious process. An almost endless variety of plans

have been prepared to expediate the working of the

roller gin, and in this effort McCarthy and others

stand preeminent. The original roller gin, through

their exertions, has been much improved, and it is

not improbable that eventually the long staple will be

ginned as rapidly as the short staple.

 

In the British Provinces in the East Indies, they

have an easy way of settling differences between the

custom-house oflicers and the importers. If the cus

tom-house oflicers consider the price named for a cer

tain quantity of goods in the invoice too low, they

have a right to buy the goods at the price named in

the invoice, and the merchant is obliged to sell at

that price. In this country importers have to sub

mit to the opinion of the appraisers, and the only al

ternative left to them is to pay the duty and sue for it

afterward.
 

Rwrn shingles are superior to sawed ones, on ac

count of the former having the grain of the wood,

or rather the cells, protected from the weather, the

latter not being cut or ruptured as is the case with

sawed shingles. This rupturing or cutting of the cells

admits of the absorption of moisture, and the conse

quent warping and twisting of the shingles. The

planing of rived shingles improves their appearance,

but does not add to their durability, as in the process

of planing the cells are more or less severed.

‘>
 

STE.-\n boilers, iron bridges and iron ships are rated

in strength only about one-fourth and one-sixth that

of the iron as tested by experiment. This is for the

purpose of making allowance for flaws that may be in

the metal, and which cannot be detected by simple

inspection. There is also such a great difference in

the quality of iron plates turned out in the same es

tablishment that it is prudent to make allowance for

all defects. ‘
 

Fansnav has shown that it takes a current of elec

tricity, or sufficient power to keep a platinum wire

Th. of an inch in diameter red hot, 3% minutes to de

compose one grain of water. The quantity of fric

tional electricity required to produce the same effect,

would be that furnished by 800,000 discharges of a

battgry of Lcyden jars, exposing 3,500 square inches

of surface.
 

Drscovnnr of NEW Mzrars.—-The first result of the

new method of analysis by the lines of the spectrum

was to inform us what substances exist in the sun ;

the next result is the discovery of two new metals on

the earth. One of these has been named caesium,

from the color of the peculiar lines in the spectrum of

its light; the other is not yet named. Creslum re

sembles potassium in its properties, and exists only in

exceedingly minute quantities.
 

New York holds the first rank not only as the chief

shipping port on our continent, but the first port for

(‘Mama at atnrietitr.

.___.___

The Gazelle Medicale states that charcoal has been

discovered to be an excellent remedy for relieving the

pain of burns and healing them. _

The iron ore in the Lake Superior country is almost

a pure oxyd. About one tun of metal may be ob

tained from one and a half tuns of ore.

It is said that the Austrian government has just

made a contract with a firm at Trieste for the con

struction of two iron-plated steam frigatcs.

Wrinkled silk may be rendered nearly as beautiful

as when new by sponging it on the surface with a

weak solution of gum arabic or white glue, then iron

ing it on the wrong side.

A new paper mill has lately gone into operation at

Santa Cruz, California, in which about one half of the

wrapping paper consumed in that State can be manu

factured.

The English nation is the most powerful one that

ever existed ; the area of England is only 50,387 square

miles. The State of New York contains 47,000 square

miles and the total area of the free States and terri

tories of this country is over 2,000,000 square miles.

Water is composed of two gases, oxygen and hydro

gen,'united chernicallyin definite quantities. Ever-y

nine pounds of water contains one pound of hydrogen

and eight of oxygen.

The Presse Scienhj/iquc dos Dem: Momles states that the

commission appointed by the Diet of Frankfort to

consider the subject of a reform in the weights and

measures of Germany, have just voted to adopt the

French system.

The cheap moldings commonly termed Hgilt," and

which are employed in interior architectural decora

tions, railway cars, and for common mirror and pic

ture frames, are not covered with gold leaf. Metallic

leaf is used instead, and lacquered over in imitation

of gilt. These frames can be made at a small cost.

A correspondent of the Weslern Railroad Gazelle

advocates the kyanizing of railroad sleepers to render

them more enduring. He shows thata not annual

saving of $1.70 per mile may be effected by thus treat

ing railroad timber. We are glad to find an assistant

advocate of this system in our cotemporary.

A valuable mine of opals has been discovered on

the Snowy Range of mountains in California. Some of

these gems have arrived in this city. There are sev

eral varieties of opal ; the flrst_qualities of this stone

have hitherto been very rare. One weighing 17 oz.

belongs to the Emperor of Austria. _

Nothing surprises a visitor from New York to

Havana, Cuba, more than the fish which he sees ex

posed for sale. Instead of the dull and drab colors

which are common to the fish in northern latitudes,

they exhibit the most brilliant hues. Some are

striped with b@ds of gold and silver, the luster of

which is like that of the polished metals. The very

eels are covered with shining blue, white and yellow

streaked. '

Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, Mass, has recently

contributed an article to the Medical and Surgical Jour

nal on a number of cases of poisoning lately brought

under his-notice from grccn~colored wall paper. Dr.

F. S. Ainsworth, of Boston, also reports a case of

child poisoning from sucking the surface of a green

concert ticket.

On all the French and German railroads stcel tyres

are employed on the driving wheels of locomotives.

All these are manufactured by Krupp, of Prussia.

They endure so much longer than iron tyres that,

although dearer at first, theyare cheaper in the end.

Mitchell's Stea1n.slu'pping Journal (British) advocates

the exclusive use of iron for hooping cotton bales.

Eighty bales of cotton rope bound were lately burned

on the Manchester Railroad. Had these been bound

with iron hoops, probably one half of them would

have been saved. “ In a few veers,” says thisjournal,

“only the most old-fashioned houses will think of send

ing their c®ton to sea in any other than iron-bound

bales."

A railroad train ran oil‘ the track into the open

draw of the bridge over the Hackensack river last

week. The train consisted of a locomotive and one

iron passenger car, the latter built by Cnndell, of

Paterson, N. J. It was filled with passengers, but

not a life was lost, as the car was but slightly in

Hshipbuilding also. Most of these vessels are steamers ; jured. Had it been made of wood, probably one half

the cost of building averages about $60 per tun. of the passengers would have been killed by splinters.
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THE ARMSTRONG GUN A FAILURE.

“'1: take the following remarks, with the accom

panying engravings, from the London Mechanics‘

Magazine.’-—

Artillery ofiiccrs high in the service have watched

with thelivolicst interest the resultof the trial of the

Armstrong gun in China and elsewhere, and we be

lisve we were the first to call attention to tl1e confi

dential dispatch of Captain Hay, R.A., the otiicer

specially charged with the duty of supcrintending the

use of the Armstrong gun in China, and who was so

well calculated, by his prior experience with the

weapon at Shocburyness, to fulfill the duty assigned.

The pith of his report may be summed up in these

words :—“That though the Armstrong gun, under

the most favorable circumstances, that is, where the

elfieiency of the shell had not been destroyed by the

volt-aic currents, inevitable from the construction of

the shell, gave very accurate shooting, still, the casu

alties to our outlying rillemen were so serious that the

guns were obliged to be withdrawn at the most criti

cal part of the action in which they were engaged.

 
beyond all cavil that either of the three shots was

fatal to the gun, and that it was not calculated for

the purposes of European warfare.

'I‘he accompanying engravings show the cficct pro

duced.

Objection was taken that under the same condition

the service nine-pounder gun would likewise be de

stroyed, therefore the committee, in equity, determin

ed to put the matter to a test. A service nine-pound

er gun was, on Monday last, placed in position in

front of the proof butt, and was fired at by another

nine-pounder gun at the distance of fifty yards. Three

shots were fired under precisely the same conditions,

striking the gun fairly, as shown by the cngraving,

one on the chase, and two behind the trunnions. As

this trial did not destroy or materially injure the

gun for service purposes, it was turned round, and

three more shots were fired, striking it in the same

position on the other side of the gun. After this se

vere test the gun remained intact, the only percepti

ble injury being a slight indentation of the bore on

one side in the chase or forepart of the gun.

Fig. 1

 

 

Consequently other batteries, armed with the old ser

vice gun, had to be advanced in their place, and that

generally the gun was inferior to the French rifle gun

for the purposes of actual warfare."

With this prior knowledge, these practical artiller

ists naturally asked the question, “C the gun of

which such sanguinmexpectations were formed broke

down in a campaign against the Chinese, what would

be the result were our national honor to be sustained

in a European conflict, wherein the gun would not

only have to fullill the condition of being fired from,

but subject also to being fired at and struck by the

enemy's shot and shell?"

Urgent representations were consequently made to

the proper authorities, and it was determined that ex

periments should be conducted by the select commit

tee, with the view of ascertaining by experiment what

would be the effect on the guns of the Armstrong con

struction when struck by shot and shell.

On Wednesday, the 20th inst., a twelve-pounder

Armstrong gun was placed in position, on its carriage,

opposite the proof butt at Woolwich, and a nine

pounder brass gun told off for the purpose of firing at

it. The first shot fired at the Armstrong gun was so

arranged that the gun fired at should occupy a posi

tion of 150 from the axial line of the nine-pounder

service gun employed against it. The distance se

lected was 100 yards. The first shot struck the Arm

strong gun immediately in front of the tr'unnions;

the effect was tocompletcly destroy the gun, breaking

through both coils, and causing the muzzle to droop

12°. The second shot struck it behind the trunnions ;

the effect of this shot was to cause the whole of the

gun in front of the trunnions to fall on the ground,

and to completely break up the gun behind the trun

nions. The third shot struck the gun in the thick

part of the breech, utterly breaking the gun up in its

thickest part, breaking the breech screw, and proving

 

The conclusions to be derived from these experi

ments are very important. It shows, in the first place,

that the Armstrong system is not yet perfect or fit for

European warfare, it entails the necessity of the con

demnation of the field guns on the Armstrong princi

ple yet produced, and it gives rise to grave doubts

whether the government has not been too precipitate

in giving up the use of bronze as the metal of which

our field artillery should be made ; we believe, we may

say that the select committee are in the possession of

plans, by which the whole of the brass guns of the

service can be converted into rifled artillery of unsur

passed range and power, and still perfectly efiicient

when service ammunition is employed.

Now, in respect of the 100-pounder gun, we noticed

last week its failure at Shoeburyness and its causes.

Of this the talented inventor, Sir William Armstrong,

appears to be perfectly convinced, inasmuch as he

himself recommends that for all garrison and siege

purposes heavy guns shouldbe constructed—not breech

loaders at all—but muzzle-loaders, 120-pounders, made

of a here to take the service ammunition (and in this

he is right), and to weigh 100 cwt.

What then, let us ask, becomes of his original pro

position of light guns and breech-loaders? Let us

hope that Sir ,Willium Armstrong will devote his

great talents to the production of some other form of

rifling than the exceedingly objectionable shunting

groove gun, the only object and aim of which appear

to be the solving the proposition of--‘ In how few

rounds can it be injured or burst, no matter of what

material it may be constructed ?"

From this it seems that experiments have shown

the plan of constructing guns patented by Sir William

Armstrong to be unsuitable for light artillery, while

the inventor himself states that it is not fit for heavy

cannon. In other words it is a complete failure for

all purposes.

 

Horticulture in Japan.

Mr. Veitch, Jr., son of the eminent London nur

scryman, is now in Japan, investigating the condition

and method of horticulture in that country, with a

view to the selection of novelties, &c. In a recent

letter to the Gardner’; Chronicle, he states that the

Japanese possess great horticultural skill, and far ex

ceed the Chinese in this respect. The Japanese nur

series are very numerous and extensive, presenting

many varieties of trees, shrubs and flowers. He says :

“ Chrysanthemums are especial favorites with the

Japanese, and at this season of the year are every

where in full bloom, scarcely a window in the town

(Yeddo) but has a plant or two‘, and each establish

ment devotes a piece of ground to their culture. They

are grown to great perfection, and many varieties, ex

clusive of the ordinary large flowering ones, and Pom

pones, are met with. The fan-shape is the favorite

mode of training them, their finest specimens averag

ing 35 to 4 feet in hight, and often having from 25 to

30 expanded trusses of flowers on them. The great

characteristic mark of a Japanese nursery is its pecu_

 

liar neatness, everything clean and in order, not a

weed or a pot out of place to be seen." Their mode of

pot culture seems to consist :—lst, In confining the

roots of their plants in as small pots as possible ; ‘Ad,

in using a light open soil, generally the same for all

classes of plants; 3d, supply them with unlimited

quanties of manure water. Their success in dwarfing

trees is mainly to be attributed to the last named

cause. 'l'he soil acts merely as a means of protecting

the roots from the sun and air. It is the manure

wator which nourishes the plant and keeps it in a

growing state.

Mr. Veiteh found a new tree (fern) in the garden

of the great temple of Osakusa, which thrives well in

the open ground, and will, he thinks, prove hardy in

England. Again he says : “The quantity and splen

dor of the timber trees in the neighborhood of Yeddo

far exceed anything that can be described." Mr.

Veiteh took measurements, finding pines three feet

from the ground, with a circumference of 10 feet;

beech, 16 to 20 feet ; spruce (very common), 10 to 12

feet; evergreen oak, 16 to 25 feet; gingko, 15 to 28

feet ; cryptomeria (tens of thousands of them), 12 to

I5 feet.

.. .__._., A

Tun Paras-r LAw._Munn 8; Co., of the Scrssrn-'10 Ann

was, with their usual enterprise, have perfected every ne

aessary arrangement for taking out patents under the new

law. it is hardly necessary to say that their facilities in

this specialty are wholly unrivaled, and cannot easily be

approached.

We are indebted to the editor of the American Rail

way Review for the above testimonial. We value it

the more as it comes from ontqf our neighbors, who

is a frequent visitor of our establishment, and there

fore cognizant of the facts whereof he speaks.

 

A macrrcar. tanner in Georgetown, D. C., states,

in the Shoe and Leather Reporkr, that he has combined

53 lbs. of tannin with 47 of cleared hide.
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OUR BEGEBBION TBOUIBLEB.

Several of our readers at the South have written to

us of late, expressing their surprise at our seeming

indifference to the political troubles that are hanging

like a black cloud over the country, urging upon us

to use the influence of the Scissriric Anamcan to

ward their settlement. We should cheerfully make

any reasonable sacrifice to bring about so desirable a

result; but we do not feel willing t) involve our

selves in'this ugly controversy, believing, as we do,

that any interference of ours could do no possible

good. We have not forgotten the fate of the man

who undertook to interfere in a quarrel between a

turbulent neighbor and his wife, where both of them

turned upon the peaceful mediator, belaboring him

soundly for his intervention.

The troubles to which we allude have had their

origin in partisan questions, and it is almost impossi

ble to discuss, or even allude to them, without hit

ting some sore spot or treading on somebody's corns.

Our readers know well enough that we are no politi

cians ', if such were not the case, the fact would cer

tainly “stick out" in our columns from time to time,

for writers of that stamp could not have control of

an independent journal very long and conceal their

political proclivities. When we commenced this jour

nal sixteen years ago, we determined unflinchingly to

devote our time, talents and energies to the progress

of the arts and sciences, eschewing religious and poli

tical controversies altogether. We may be confessing

one of the political sins of the day, when we say we

never attended a caucus in our lives, were never can

didates for political honors, and never pulled wires or

wools to elevate any particular man to office. We

never stole sheep or treated the crowd, and hardly

ever attended a political meeting. We have read a

good deal about parties, and have read considerable

politics, and have been made to believe that it was our

Christian duty to vote. We have sweat and tugged

at the ballot box, and by the cxercise of this act of

citizenship, have helped to elevate men to otiiccs of

high public trust, but never did regard ourselves as

favorite constituents. In reflecting upon it-, we have

often thought that the act of depositing a. ballot was

a very excellent thing for those who got the most of

them.

In reference to the peculiar institution, about which

there is so much strife, the public mind seems to have

become so very touchy, that to state even ordinary

scientific or mechanical facts bearing upon it, or to

make an innocent indirect allusion to it or its cham

pions, pro. or am, is sure to get somebody by the

ears. ‘

We will mention one or two instances, which will

forcibly illustrate what we mean. Some months ago,

to please the notion of an inventor in preparing an en

engraving of his cotton seed planter, and with a view

to show its operation, we represented the figure of a

 

~ healthy looking negro in the act of operating the ma

chine. Prcsently some one of ol'1r Northern readers

wrote to us in high dudgcon, charging that we were

burlesquing the colored race, and cottoning to the

South. Some months ago we published a statement,

on the authority of some one who pretended to know

all about it, that the inhabitants of the Southern

States were more rnwboned and lank than Northern

iiin firimtifir 3mm:icu_r.

crs. Well, we were entirely innocent of any intended

offence toward our Southern brethren ; but some one

of our readers in the South thought he discovered the

claws projecting through the fur, and he immediately

wrote to us that he thought he discovered in it a. con

cealed attack on the physical qualities of his people.

When Abraham Lincoln was elected President of

the United States, it brought to mind an invention

patented by him some years previous. The thought

occurred to us that the fact would interest our road

ers, and, in publishing an engraving of it in our

columns, we also expressed the hope that he might

have better success in governing the country than he

appeared to have had in introducing his invention.

We do not know that Mr. Lincoln ever sold any ter

ritorial rights under his patent, or that his “ marine

bellows" had ever been practically tried uponavessel.

We also stated, what we believe to be a fact, that for

the first time in the history of our country, a pat

cntcc had been elected to the high oflice of tho Presi

dent of the United States, the truth of which, we be

lieve, has never been disputed. We think that the

nearest approach to this fact was the case of General

Jackson, who acted as agent for an old soldier in pro

curing him a patent for an improvement in saddles.

The General brought the model from the West, carried

it up to the Patent Ofiicc, and told the Commissioner

to make out the papers without delay, and send them

right on to the old soldier.

No sooner had our paper appeared which contained

the engraving of Mr. Lincoln's craft, than some

Northern correspondent took the matter up, and ac

cused us of undertaking to cast a slur upon “ Honest

Old Abe." This zealous friend probably thought that

the invention did not amount to much; and there

upon, in the fertility of his imagination, jumped at

the conclusion that we had trumped it up for the pur

pose of casting ridicule upon his candidate. The

matter, however, did not end here, for in a few days

afterward we received letters from the South, threat

ening, on the same state of facts, to stop the paper,

“because we rejoiced over the election of a Black Re

publican rail-splitter," and one whole club did actu

ally stop taking the paper for no other reason.

The best joke of all, however, was the suggestion

of a Southern correspondent, that our publication of

His Exccllcncy’s invention would enable the Northea

ers to ride into Charleston harbor at low water, and

thus reinforce Fort Sumter.

In view of facts like these, we would like to ask our

kind readers, North and South, what possible good we

could do by expressing our views upon the agitating

and perplexing questions that now harass the public

mind. We are by no means insensible to their impor

tance. Wc as deeply deplore them as any other jour

nalist in the country. We are natives “ to the manor

born," and can trace back our ancestry almost to the

earliest settlement of the country ; we therefore love

our country. We have felt its power and influence in

foreign lands, and have found friends under the stars

and stripes when it was of more consequence to us

than to look out from our oilico window and see the flag

flying over the dome of the City Hall- We hope to

see a fair and honorable settlement of every point in

dispute, but we have no particular invention to put

forth for curing the disease in the body politic.

The public mind does not act like the electric cur

rent, and therefore cannot be indoctrinated by sur

prise into new political notions. It takes time to

reach the masses, and to mold them into harmonious

action; but somehow we have an abiding faith that

when the people fairly weigh all the points at issue,

they will be prepared to settle all matters in dispute,

and will ultimately settle them upon a neighborly basis,

mutually giving and mutual]y receiving, and shaking

hands as friends once more. The people themselves

are not so hostile as political dcmagogucs and party

papers would make it appear. One thing however

is quite certain, no.mcly—the industry and commerce

of the whole country is suffering, and we entirely

agree with the Salem (Ala)., Reg-isler, “ that there is

not a public work, a single branch of business of any

kind, a single department of human enterprise in this

country, or one single individual in it, but has suffer

ed more or loss by the present agitation." The loss

to the country, it thinks, can scarcely be less than a

thousand millions of dollars.

Before concluding our remarks upon this subject,

we will offer one panacea for the national disorder,
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which was suggested to us the other day by a worthy

mechanic from Roxbury, Mass. He called upon us

for the purpose of securing a patent for a new inven

tion, and we asked him the time-honored question,

“ How is business in your town ?" He replied ‘‘ ‘twee

very had some time ago, but we have nothing to

complain of now. A few weeks ago we resolved to

read no more political papers and to go to work.

Since that time we have had much less trouble, and a

good deal better times." We hope the hint will not

be lost to the community in general.

 

 

THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS-NEW

EXAKINERS. M.

 

We announced, two weeks ago, that Hon. D. P.

Holloway, of Indiana, had been appointed Commis

sioner of Patents. 1110 appointment has now been

confirmed by the Senate, and he has entered upon the

duties of his oflice. From all that we can learn re

specting the new Commissioner, we believe him to be

a. gentleman of strict integrity, and with suflicicnt in

dependence of character to take charge of the Depart

ment. We hope his administration may prove in every

way successful.

Silas H. Hodges, Esq., of Vermont, George H.

Harding, Esq., of Philadelphia, and Hon. Thomas C.

Theaker, of Ohio, are appointed and confirmed as Ex

aminers-in-Chicf under the new law, and will consti

tute the Appeal Board.

Mr. Hodges filled the ofiicc of Commissioner of Pat

ents for a short time before the close of Mr. Fillmore's

administration. He is a most worthy and estimable

man, and will make an upright and faithful ofliccr.

Though lacking in experience in the details of his new

ofiice, yet we believe he has excellent mental qualifi

cations for it. Mr. Harding, we understand, will not

accept. His law practice is probably of far more value

to him than the combined honors and emoluments of

the new ofiicc. He is eminently qualified for the

place. There is now one vacancy in the Board, and

in filling it we sincerely hope that the President will

rise above more political considerations. The inter

ests of the Patent Ofiice and the interest of inventors

call for the selection of some one who has had ex

perience in the Patent Oflicc, and who understands

practically the duties that devolve upon the Board. It

is all very well to reward friends, but we have a right

to claim something for those whose interests are at

stake. In reference to Mr. Thenkor, our readers

have already been advised. There is some question

as to his eligibility, owing to the fact of his having

been a member of Congress which created the Board,

but we hope the objection is unfounded, and that he

will retain the position conferred upon him.

 

CAN THE RIFLING OF GUNS BE DISPENBED

WITH?

The object of rifling a gun is to make it shoot Will!

accuracy. The reason why a ball from a smooth bow

is apt to deviate from the direction in which the gun

is pointed, is this L—If a ball was perfectly globular

and homogeneous, it would probably be shot from a

smooth bored gun with as much accuracy as from a

ride; but this is seldom the case. Careful experi

ments have shown that, if a. shot has its center of

gravity at one side of the center of its mass, the ox

plosive force of the powder will cause it to deviate to

ward that side on which the center of gravity lies.

But if a rapid rotary motion is given to the shot, the

center of gravity is brought to the opposite side, and

thus the tendency to deviate is counteracted. The

object of riding a gun, therefore, is to obviate the

effects of imperfection, not in the gun, but in the

shot ; hence, it would seem that the proper mode of

overcoming the necessity of riding, is by making the

shot more perfect. Some little effort has been ex

pended in this direction; but it seems to us that it

has not received the attention which its importance

demands.

The objections to cutting spiral grooves in guns, we

believe, have not been generally appreciated. The

friction of the shot, as it is pressed with such tremen

dous force against the sides of these grooves, is enor

mously increased, and its inertia offers considerable

resistance to the rapid rotary motion which is impart

ed to it-both of those elements consuming the power

of the powder, and thus diminishing the range of the

shot. There is also another objection which applies
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only to elongated shot. A rotating body tends, by

inertia, to preserve the line of its axis parallel to it

self. Hence an elongated bolt, fired from a cannon

at any elevation, does not bend its head downward

along the curved line of its flight, like an arrow, but

continues throughout its flight in a position parallel

  

  

of the community. That which is true of manufac

turers is also true of merchants and other business men:

the successful money-maker increases the wealth of

the community beyond the amount of his own accu

mulations, while the conductor of unsuccessful en

terprises diminishes the wealth of the world to an ex

tent greater than the amount of his own losses.
 

A Iodel Specification and Patent.

Recent American Inventions.

The following inventions are among the most useful

improvements lately patented :—

r.rrn0onarn1c runes.

The object of this invention is teobtain a litho

graphic press that may be operated by steam or other

power than manual, so that the work may be done

much more rapidly and economically than by the

ordinary hand press. The operation of the press is

  
'iL}\lllv'l

  

  

The following is a verbatim copy, from the records

of the Patent Otiice, of a patent actually granted

on the 3d of April, 1860. This patent was not secured

through the Scientific American Patent Agency, and

the name of the soliciting attorney is unknown to us.

To all mhom if may concern:

Be it known that I, Samuel Armltage, of the city and

substantially the same as that of the hand press, the

parts being so arranged as to be actuated automati

cally by the power employed. The inking device, as

well as the moistening apparatus, require no special

care or manipulation on the part of the attendant,

while the arrangement of the parts is sue-has to insure

lus‘runllflllilillllibam»

  

with that of the gun.

its impact.

'l‘he manifest mode of making a shot perfect is to

turn it in a lathe, so that its form will be symmetrical,

and then to balance its weight around the axis of its

One simple plan of balancing the weight

would be to drill four cavities in the lower or rear

end of the shot, plug them with wood, and then driye

nails into the one on the lightest side, till the shot

IIIBSS.

would balance on the centers on which it was turned.

There are, doubtless, better modes, and we leave the

matter in the hands of our ingenious inventors.

W?

WEALTH-A REVIEW OF THE SUBJECT.

 

Our articles on wealth have been so scattered along

the weeks, that it may be well to make a brief sum

mary of the truths already examined, before we pro

ceed to the consideration of others.

We have seen that wealth and money are by no

means synonymous terms. Money forms but a very

small portion of the wealth of the world. This con

sists of houses, fuel, clothing, ships, machinery,

horses, carriages, books, pictures, and all the other

countless articles of value, which contribute to the

gratification of human wants. Wealth is produced

by making changes in the form or location of sub

stances which adapt them in some way to our service.

It is consumed by effecting changes in the form or

location of substances which render them less fit for

our uses. Wealth is in constant process of production

and consumption, articles of value being eaten up or

worn out, while others are being made to take their

places. In most communities, more property is pro

duced cach year than is consumed, and thus the

wealth of the world is constantly increasing. It will

be observed that this property is increased, not by

bringing money into the country, but by building

manufactories, railroads, dwellings, &c., and by in

creasing the stocks of merchandise in our warehouses,

the numbers of cattle on our farms, &c. If the State

of New York was surrounded by a wall a mile high,

so that no man could come in or go out, the com

munity might increase its wealth hundreds of millions

of dollars worth, without ever having one dollar of

money either made or brought within its borders.

When a man accumulates property, he does not got

it out of other people. If a man saves a little capital

from his earnings, so that he is able to erect a saw

mill or a small manufactory, he thus harnesses the

great forces of nature to aid him in the production 01

wealth. The productive power of the laborers whom

he employs is facilitated by improved tools or ma

chinery, their labor is more profitably directed, and

thus the property which the manufacturer accumu

lutes is that which he has himself created. And not

only so, the persons who work for him do so because

they get a little better pay than they could elsewhere,

or because they find some other advantage in the ar

rangement. Those who sell him the raw material

make a. profit in the trade, and those who buy the

manufactured article are induced to make the pur

chase from some advantage in price or convenience

which it presents to them. Thus the successful man

ufacturer not only increases his own possessions,but his

operations are a pecuniary benefit to all with whom

he has transactions ; and he impoverishes no one. On

the other hand an unsuccessful manufacturer, not

only loses his own property, but he generally, by

contracting debts which he is unable to pay, dimin

ishes the property 0f,0thcr people. By the unwise

direction of his operations he diminishes the wealth

\Vhen it strikes a wall, there

fore, it does not strike it directly endwise, but at an

inclination; diminishing very materially the force of

  

a new and original design, to be

ters of reference remarked thereon.

The aforesaid design consists of a

pot, with a mudler or stick.

Each of the aforesaid representations is surrounded with

llborder, which separates them from each other, so as to

make each representation appear distinct in itself, while

they each constitute a part of the whole.

In that art of the Picture which represents the room in

the dwelhng house are seen five persons, all females, one

of whom is in bed and appears to be sick with pain in the

Another one of the said

persons is seen reclining in a Booking chair, and appears

to be sick also with pain in the head, which she has tied

up with a cloth: this person is marked J . She is sitting by

the side of atablc, and in front of her, and on the opposite

side of the said table, there are two other persons, marked

head; this person is mar ed R.

T and P, that appear administering to her wants.

And behind t

appears to

heard of Armita e’e euralgic Pills.

To the ri ht o the figure marked P, there is a window,

and under t e said window there is a table, and under the

said table there is a cat marked L.

In that

Room, there are three persons see , mar ed A, B, C ; the

person B ap ears to be selhn P‘ s to the person A. and

th_e(1 eifison appears to be we ting to purchase some of the

sar s.

In that part of the Picture which represents the work

shop, a person marked B’ is seen, who appears to be mix

pot which

stands upon a table by the side of which there stands an

To com lets the aforesaid, the words “ 8. Ar

ills” are inscribed over the said Pic

ture, and at the side of it the words "A sure cure for Neu

ing some kind of a composition, in a kmd of

other pot.

mitage’s Neural ‘c

ral ic affections" are inscribed.

\ 'hatI claim as my production is the aforesaid dcsi ,

consisting of Picture shown and described, in combination

with the words “ S. Arrnitage's Neural c Pills,” and the

words ‘- a sure cure for Neuralgic affectrons ;” all of which

I res ectfully submit. Saxcsn Amnraor-:.

Vilnesses:

E. C. Hrsssv.

Cnas. Srnrens.
_ . _ .

Scnoor. Pa1zns.—Mr. M. Y. Beach, a wealthy citi

zen of Wallingford, Conn., offered last year a series

of monthly money prizes for competition among the

scholars of the various schools in his village, under

the direction of the Board of School Visitors. There

was a prize for the most punctual scholar in attend

ance, another for the most neatly kept and written

copy-book, another for the best speller, and so on.

The prises varied from $1 to $1.60 per month each.

The public award of the prizes has lately been made

by the Board, and the New Haven Register describes

it as having been a very interesting occasion. The

scholars all joined in a procession, headed by a band

of music, and proceeded to the town hall, callingm

roule at the mansion of the donor. At the hall, suit

able addresses were made, and a spelling tournament

took place between the scholars for which special

prizes were given. The greatest excitement prevailed

among the juveniles, lads and misses. The teachers

of the various schools all united in stating that this

system of prizes had produced a very beneficial effect

upon their pupils, that it had encouraged them to

effort, and there had been a marked progress in study

in all the competing classes. '
 

PATENTS ron rnr. Foan.—Under the new law the

new form of any article may become the subject of a

patent, as well as the mechanical construction. In

some cases, therefore, an applicant may secure a

species of double protection upon an invention, taking

one patent upon the mechanical construction and an

other upon the form.

 

 

county of St. Louis, and State of Missouri, have produced

rinted upon paper, and

used as a trade mark upon a certa a article of manufacture

known as " S. Armita e‘s Neuralgic Pills ;" and I do here

by declare that the fo lowing is a full, clear and exact de

scription of the same, reference being had to the H-l'(‘.\’|'1l

drawing, making part of this specification, and to the lot

picture which re re

sents the interior of a room in a dwe ling house, in w ‘ch

are assembled a number of persons, some of whom appear

to be sick ; it also represents the interior of a saleroom in

which some persons are assembled, one of whom appears

to be selling something to the others; and the said picture

also represents the interior of a work shop in which a per

son is seen mixing some kind of a composition in a kind of

  

e person marked J , there is a person mark

ed D, who a pears to have just entered the room, and she

be clap ing her hands for joy, she having

part of the Picture which re resents the sale

durability as well as rapidity and uniformity in the

work produced. This press will doubtless create a

revolution in lithographic printing. It is the inven

tion of Robert McNie, of New York City.

' rasrsnoann narrso mm.

In curing or drying paper board, or pasteboard as it

is frequently termed, the plan hitherto practised has

been to take the sheets, as they pass from the cylinder

of the machine, and lay them on the ground, that is,

when the weather is favorable for drying. This plan

is attended with considerable difliculty, as the sheets

as they are taken from the cylinder are very heavy,

weighing about three pounds, two of which are water.

In this wet state the sheets are very tender, and

require to be handled with the utmost care. This mode

of curing or drying the sheets is attended with con

siderable expense—about $5 per tun—andcan be prac

tised only a small portion of the year. The object

of this invention is to facilitate the handling or con

veying of the wet or green board, so that the same

may not be injured by manipulation and the necessary

work performed rapidly, the invention also admitting

oi the boards being dried by artificial heatin a revolv

ing cylinder, or by means usually employed for drying

other articles. This invention consists in placing the

wet or green boards, as they are taken from the cylin

der of the machine, within portable frames, whereby

the sheets are fully protected while drying, and will

admit of being carried or conveyed with perfect safety

from place to place, as may be required during the

process. This invention was patented by James H.

Patterson, of Schagticoke, N. Y.

srrarn.

This invention consists in making the skate iron or

runner in two parts, jointed together by a transverse

joint of a suitable description, and furnished either

with an elastic or a divided stock or footstand,

so that, when the skate is strapped, or otherwise

secured to the foot at the toe and heel thereof, the

joint in the skate iron will allow the front and back

parts of the foctstand to accommodate themselves to

the motions of the foot. The crcditof this contrivance

is due to A. J. Gibson, of Worcester, Mass, who has

assigned it to T. G. Bancroft, of same place.

saaonmn.

This improved barometer consists of a balance beam

having a long arm, composed wholly or for the most

part of wood or other light substance, and a short arm

composed for the most part or wholly of metal, or

other heavy substance, with a poise to countcrpoise

the longer arm. By reason of the lesser specific gravity

and greater bulk of the longer arm as compared with

the shorter one, the balance is caused to oscillate with

variations in the pressure of the atmosphere, and so

to indicate the pressure upon a suitably arranged and

graduated scale. The patentee of this invention is J.

A. Gridiey, of Southampton, Mass.

nronomm.

The awns of certain grasses, for instance those of

the brder Sfzlpa, are naturally of twisted structure, and

have a natural tendency to twist and untwist

themselves, as the atmosphere in which they are

exposed becomes less or more moist. This inven

tion consists principally in the construction of a

hygromcter by applying the twisted awn of any of

such grasses, or any portion of such awn, to constitute

the axis of an index suitably arranged in relation to a

concentric graduated dial. It also consists in the em

ployment, in combination with an axis composed of

the twisted awn, of two indices, so applied at a dis

tance apart that the difl'crential movement of said

indioes shall serve to indicate the lrygrometfic condi

tion of the atmosphere. The paterrtws of this inven

tion are A. H. Black and C. It. Black, lndianoplis, Indv
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mcfllfll FOB Tumsmo ovan mm.

The object of this invention is to admit of a rotary

cutter or a stationary chisel being used to cut out

oval frames automatically, or without the usual mani

pulation of a cutter as used with the ordinary oval

lathcs. In order to turn or cut out oval frames with

a rotary cutter head or a stationary chisel, it is neces

sary that the cutter or chisel have a position at right

angles with the face of the work at all points of the

rotation of the latter, in order that the moldings or

beads may be cut perfectly. This result cannot be

obtained by an ordinary oval lathe, as the work in

such a machine has a rotary motion only, and the

cutter head would have, at certain points of the rota

tion of the frame, an oblique position with the face of

the work, and the moldings and beads of the lathe

wouldbe destroyed. To obviate this difiiculty, the

bed of an ordinary oval lathe has a vibratory move

ment given it simultaneously with its rotating one,

whereby the position of the work changes relatively

with the cutter head or chisel, so that the latter will

at all times have a position at right angles with the

face of the former. This invention was patented by

Isaac P. Tice, of Baltimore, Md.

 

TEE POLYTEOHHIG ASSOCIATION OF THE LIEU’.

CAI INSTITUTE.

[Reported for the Scientific American.]

 

 

The usual weekly meeting of the Polytechnic Asso

ciation of the American Institute was held, at their

room, in the Cooper Building, this city, on Thursday

evening, March 28, l86l—Professor Mason in the

chair.

coururssnn am as A norrvn rowan.

W. S. Hasxnvs read a paper on the above subject,

maintaining the practicability of the use of compressed

air locomotives for city railroads more especially. He

adverted to the experiments of Baron Van Rathcn and

Arthur Parsey on the subject, and their results, as

compared with the use of steam locomotives, which

were summed up as follows :—

l. A reduction of 20 per cent in the cost of loco

motives.

2. A reduction of one-third in the number required

for service.

3. A reduction of three-fourths of the present ex

penses for repairs.

4. A saving from increased durability in the ratio

of 50 to 1.

5. A saving of one-third of the fuel.

6. A saving of water.

7. A reduction of three-fourths in the washing and

cleaning.

8. A reduction of the workshop expenses.

Total saving on prime cost amounting to one-half,

to which may be added an immense saving in con

struction account.

The difiiculty arising from supplying the power at

stations, without sensible loss of time, had been ob

viated by a method recently devised and patented. It

was now entirely practicable, in the opinion of the

writer, to apply compressed air to city routes not ex

cecding eight miles in length, replenishing at the ends

of the route. It had also been demonstrated that

single cars could be propelled by this power over

steeper grades than are now traversed by horse cars,

The writer referred to a recent report by Thomas D.

Stetson on the subject, giving a summary of the

advantages of this mode of locomotion over steam.

The Pnssrnnxr believed that the most effective mode

of propulsion would have to be adopted in this city,

and whatever that mode might be, the least desirable

would be found to be horsepower, which would be

abandoned. He suggested that the report be referred

to a committee, and a motion was made and adopted

accordingly. The gentlemen appointed on the com

mittee were Messrs. Fisher and Johnson.

novuvrr cnuas.

J . E. \V.u.raa exhibited a chum patented in 1859.

Sweet milk is churned at a temperature of 62° inside

of five minutes, leaving the milk as swectafter churn

ing as before. The milk is taken justafter the animal

heat has left it, and put into the churn. The churn

has a double bottom; milk is put into the upper

chamber 8-l](fikLi'.(3l' in the lower one. In cold weather

warm water is put in. A thennornetcr fixed in the

end of the box indicates the temperature which should

be 62° ; when the milk has reached that exact tem

perature the warm water is drawn off and the churning

commences. The churning is done by two shafts, with

24 corrugated dashers each, making 10 revolutions to

one revolution of the crank outside. Cream can be

churned as well as sweet milk ; but sweet milk, after

being churned, will retain its sweetness from three

to five hours.

Mr. Drrnms inquired if this was any different from

other plans for violent agitation.

Mr. Walter said that it was; in this the tempera

ture was kept at 62°, which was found to produce

the best butter. ,

The Passrnnxr—In order to have this matter tested,

I will try the churn at my place a few weeks and then

report on it myself.

nsmnsso rxnra-nunsxn.

Mr. SIBLY said that he had recently visited an indis

rubber factory at Beverly, Mass, where he learned

some very curious facts in relation to that manufac

ture. India-rubber had been known about a hundred

years, and only within the last twenty years had it

been found of much practical use. Very few people

knew why it was that india-rubber posssessed the pro

perty of rubbing out pencil marks. It was generally

supposed that it was done simply by friction, but a

better explanation was that the rubber, becoming

electrified by rubbing, attracted the powder of the

pencil. As to the discovery of vulcanization, towhich

was due the present extensive use of that article, and

without which it was almost good for nothing, Charles

Goodyear had the reputation of it in this country and

Charles Hancock in Europe; and though Mr. Good

year was scarcely known in Europe in connection with

the discovery, yet Mr. Hancock admitted that he was

led to the discovery of his method of vulcanizing by

a piece of india-rubber that he had received from

America that had been subjected to such a process. In

the town of Beverly, Mass., for some years past, there

was a manufacturing company that used a devulcan

izing process, taking old rubber and making it up

chiefly into india-rubber cloth, under a patent with

which Goodyear's did not interfere. And for the last

four years they had been working the raw rubber by

‘a process of vulcanization without the use of heat, as

required in Goodyear's patent. The rubber is put into

a solution of chloride of sulphur and sulphuret of

carbon, and the change is effected in its properties in

afew minutes. This process was called hermising,

to distinguish it from vulcanizing. The patent was

Mr. Parmalee's. The hermised rubber possesses sub

stantially the same properties as the vulcanized. It

has the advantage, however, of being made of a lighter

color, and therefore of receiving quite brilliant tints.

The lighter color arises from the fact _of rubber being

less exposed to the atmosphere during the process,

which exposure in Goodyear's process turns the pro

duct almost black ; and to make it lighter, zinc white

or some other kind of white material is required to be

added. Mr. S. exhibited some very beautiful speci

mcns of colored rubber made by this new process, and,

among others, a globe containing a map of the world,

which, the President said, Goodyear, after much ex

perimenting, was unablc to produce. Mr. S. also ex

hibited some milk of the rubber tree, ammonia being

added to it to preserve it in a liquid state. The milk

in the bottle was perfectly white.

The Pnasrosrrr stated the fact that india-rubber car

springs were passing out of use. It was found that

the jolting of the car caused the india-rubber at last

to lose its elasticity.

Mr. Cnuscmu. exhibited some pieces of vulcanized

rubber which had been subjected by him to the

action of steam for the space of about three hours. The

reesult was that the rubber was perfectly brittle.

SELF-ADJUSTING sumussivir srsmo.

J . M. Fonsrsr, of Virginia, exhibited and explain

ed a carriage-spring with the above title, which he

had patented. It consists of several leaves of steel,

like the elliptic spring, but the form is entirely differ

ent. The advantages claimed over the elliptic spring

are these :-—First, there is only one hole drilled

through the leaves, which is necessary to fasten it,

with the addition of two elasps to the axlctree; sec

ond, there is no welding, and therefore it is less

troublesome to the manufacturer; third, the spring

divides the weight equally on the axletree, thereby

rendering the axletree less liable to break ; fourth, it

is self-adjusting, springing its entire length with a

light weight;_fifth, it is rendered submissive by a

cross bar attached by hinges to the end of each spring ;

sixth, it weighs much less than the elliptic spring,

and therefore costs less. Mr. Forrest stated that he

had ridden in a carriage with a spring weighing only

fourteen pounds, driven the horse, and written a let

ter at the same time. He regretted to say that he

had to come North in order to get the springs made,

and he did not succceed in finding a man who could

make what he wanted till he got to New Haven,

where he found a very ingenious Dutchman that did

it.

srsnn-rnarsn srnrs.

Mr. Srrrrsos adverted to the report that the Em

peror Napoleon had countermanded the order for the

construction of steel-plated ships, and said that that

report needed confirmation before it should be credit

ed. Sir Howard Douglas had taken the ground that

iron-plated ships would not be able to withstand the

immense force of modern projectiles. Other authori

ties were almost unanimous in the opinion that they

were destined to create a revolution in naval warfare.

France and England were now changing wooden for

iron vessels. When ship was matched against ship,

there would be no question as to the superiority of

the iron-plated vessels. With regard to land bat

teries, however —carthwork, timber or masonry

against plated ships—it became a different question.

Timber ships were not expected to resist cannon balls.

What would be the result with iron-plated vessels?

If a ten, fifteen or twenty-inch cannon ball would

make a hole sufiicieut to drive a horse and cart

through in consequence of the crushing in of the iron,

then it would become a grave question whether iron

plates were practicable. Mr. Stetson referred to an

attack on a fortress in the Crimea by three French

iron-plated vessels, where the fortress mounted more

and heavier guns and more men. and yet the attack

was successful.

The Passrnxxr inquired if the result of the modern

improvements in warfare would not be that fortresses

would be found tobe more than a match for ships,

causing them to stay at home.

Capt. Banrtr-rrr, of the United States Navy, thought

that question could be answered by the fact that the

introduction of the Colt pistol had not made men any

more peaceable, but the reverse. As to iron-plated

vessels, he considered them vulnerable at the two

ends, where they were not plated. General James,

of Ithode Island, had succeeded in making a cast iron

shot, of the Minié rifle ball character, and had, as he

thought, perfected it. The iron shot was made ex

plosive—that is, so as to explode when it strikes the

object at which it is fired. The practical effect of this

invention was to render a 24-pounder Columbind

equal to a 48-pounder, without adding one ounce to

the gun, and it would last longer and fire further than

if used for round shot. The rifling of the gun could be

done without taking it to the foundry. The shot was

cast hollow, and was provided with a plunger and

percussion cap. He had seen a shot fired at a sand

bank, and it exploded at the instant of contact. And

yet one of these balls could fall 30 feet and not ex

plode ; so that they could be handled and used with

safety. 'l‘hcse shot could be fired on the water, in

stead of at the side of the ship, just under its steel

clad sides, and the vessel thus destroyed. As regards

the effect of heavy ordnance, he had seen a 12-inch

shot fired from the “ Peace-Maker," now at the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, a distance of 658 yards, on a

dead level, and it went clear through a ship, making

a hole on the other side big enough to drive a horse

and cart through.

The same subject will be continued at the next

meeting, which will be on Wednesday evening, April

8, to which time the Association adjourned.
 

IN order to use water economically as a motor,

where a single turbine wheel is employed, and different

degrees of power required at difierent times, it has been

ascertained that the wheel should be varied in capa

city to suit the power required, and the volume of

water admitted to it. To this end inventors are at

present actively engaged, and many ingenious plans

have been devised, some of which promise well.

“>———-_.
 

Tun Euo1ur.sn-m-(‘umr or run Navv.-—Mr. Bcnja

min F. Isherwood has been appointed Engineer-in

Chief of the Navy. The appointment is an excellent

one, and gives general satisfaction. Mr. Isherwood

is the author of “Engineering Precedents," which

has attracted so much attention.
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ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

son THE WEEK ssnmo MABCII 26, 1861.

Reported Oflidally for the Scientific American.

 

‘... Pamphlets giving full particulars of the mode of applying for‘

patents, under the new law which went into force March 4, 1861, it met

fying size of model required, and much other inforinatioii use iii to

inventors, may be had gratis by addressing MUNN & CO., Publishers

of the Sciicnriric Axitaicas. New York.

765.—C. F. Anderson and Sylvester Davis, of Claremont |

N. II., for an Improvement in Water Elevators :

We claim having! the ilexlble girdliug brake, II, attached to the

hhlfUIII{ lever, I, which operates the slidin windlass, B, when the said '

lever has both it lateral and longitudina movement, and when said

parts are otherwise constrtlctcd and arranged to operate with each

other in the manner shown and described.

 

The arrangement of the adjusting hook, J, with the girdling strap in

the manner shown and described.

The arrangeinent of the partition, 0, and rear aperture, h’, with the

curb, A’, windlass and brake, in the manner and for the purpose

shown and described.

{This invention relates to an improved water-elevating device

designed for domestic purposes, and has for its object the ready

elevation of the water and the discharging of the same automatically

fmm the bucket, and also has for its object the gradual lowering of the i

bticket in such a manner that the Tsame will bechecked automatically

and allowed to descend with a moderate speed, and the bucket

thereby prevented from being injured. The invention has further for |

its object the preventing of the accumulation of ice on the windlass or

parts pertaining thereto, a contingency which would prevent the proper

action of the brake. J

766.—A. M. Asay and J. L. Asay, of Philadelphia, Pa., for

an Improvement in Artificial Teeth :

We claim, first, So constructing molds for artificial teeth that b the

use of movable pieces, B B, and supplementary deces, C’ C’, b mks

of teeth any required depth of um may be forum: in the same mold.

Second, The use of a movab e piece. B, with its projection, m, for

the purpose of forming a depression of any required form in the base

of the b ock.

Third. The combination of the base, A, and cap. D. of the mold

with the movable pieces, B, supplementary pieces, C’ C’, guide rods,

1:, and pins. c, the whole being arranged su stantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

767.-H. H. Ballard and H. McClure, of Mount Pleasant,

Ohio, for an Improved Plow:

We claim, first, The combination of the curved pieces, C C, with the

frame, A, and mole and coltcr, substautiall ' as set forth, whereby the

the colter and mole can be raised and turnc over above the frame, and

there securely held for transportation or storage.

Second, We claim the combination oflever. E, and curved pieces,

C P, with the frame, A, and coltcr, D, and mole, stilistaiitially as set

forth, whereby the point of the mole can be raised by lever, E, at

the will ofthe driver.

Third, We claim the fins or compressors, e e, in combination with

the mole and colter, when arranged in relation thereto as and for the

purposes set forth.

Fourth, We claim forming the sides of the front of the mole parallel

in combination with providing the middle of the mole with convt-yliig

pins, as set forth.

768._Loon Pierre Barre, of Paris, France, for an Improve

ment in Steam Boilers:

I claim, first, The fitting or fixing the tubes of tubular steam boilers

by means of small flanged tubes with collars by means of cement for

producing a steam and water-tight joint between the said boiler tubes

and the end plates of tubular steam boilers, as described and repre

sented iii Figs. 1 to 4 of the annexed drawing.

Second, The construction and em loyment ofa mandrel for facilitat

ing the cleaning of tubes in tubular )“t.‘I‘S, as described and represent

ed in Figs. 5 and 6 of the annexed drawing.

769._A. H. Black and C. R. Black. of Indianapolis, Ind.,

for an Improvement in Hygrometers :

We claim as an improved article of manufacture, a hv rometer

which has its axis made of the order of grasses, “ siipa," wit two or

more indicos thereto attached and otherwise constructed as shown and

described.

770._John Blue, of Covert, N. Y., for an'Improvement in

Ilarvestcrs :

Iclaim the attachincg of the finger bur. U, toa plate or frame, R,

which has its front en connected by a joint to a plate. B, the back

part of which is attached to the axle, C, the joint connection ofthe

irmne, R, and plate, B, being attached to the back part of the draught

pole, A. and at any point in front of the axle to operate as and for the

purpose specified. '

 

  

[The object of this invention is to obtain it one-wheel harvester which

will admit, as the machine passes along, of having its linger-bar and

sickle capable of adjusting themselves parallel to the inequalities

of surface over which they pass, and thereby enable the sickle to work

as close to the surface of the ground as may be desired without Cfllllllig

in contact therewith, the front or cutting edge of the sickle being ele

vated and depressed to suit the surface of the ground, and without be

ing at all effected by the vertical movement of the driving wheel pro

duced by the inequalities of surface over which the machine passes.

The invention has further for its object the ready adjustniciit of the

illltlrl‘-bu!‘ “"4 fickle W the device to gflge the hightof the cut of the

sickle, and also it ready meaiis for throwing the sickle-driving mechan

ism in and out of gear with the driving wheel, as well as the proper ad.

iustment of the seats under all positions of the tlngei--bat-aiid slcklej]

771.—M. E. Bollinger, of Littlestown, Pa., for an Improve

ment in Oscillating Engines :

I claim, first, Suspendin an oscillatin cvli derl .i l h
trtinnion on its upper slde,gas set forth. g ' n W a Q D8 0 8 an or

Second The trunnion or hollow shaft, B, containing at its respective

ends the induction port, f, and the exhaust port, 0, and applied to the

cylinder, A, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Third, The combination of the segment rack. G, with the pinion, I,

for rotating the trum - .
|,1,,h,,,,L - lion. B, in the manner and lot _the purposes ex.

I-‘ourth, The sprin , K - -
huler. A, to equuuzeiits I;lg{i'iJl:'dnP:(;|;tb(;_'t;|n(;1(}lll\8180! applied to the cyl

_lThl8 invention consists, first, in suspending the cylinder ofan os

cluaflng engine rmmu continuous trunnion journallcd in its upper

“do; s“°°nd' mane“ and imProved construction of trunnion and

vaies ; third. in a device serving the combined purposes of _,,,oppmg

and starting, revt-rsing and cut-of!‘ gear ; and, fourth in the use of a

spring or other tl(-,-ice to equalize the motion ofthe cylinder 1

 
 

772._Saninel Boorn, of Lowell, Mass., for an Improvemen

in Pickers for Looms :

I claim my improved movable shuttle box picker, as made with its

head, A, notched with respect to its shuttle cushion, B, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose as described.

773.-E. S. Boynton, of Alexandria, Va., for an Improve

ment in Iron Masts, Steeples, &c.:

I claim the constructing of masts and spars and such per cndicular

structures as require hight and stability by means

wrou ht iron or steel, inade continuous b_v riveting the ends ofthe bars

toget er, and winding them spirallv around from the bottom to the top

of the structure, one portion winding around in one direction, and the

other portion winding around in the reverse direction, so as to form

it iral or diagonal braces throu bout the structure secured together at
t e points of intersection,IandZ relying on said continuous braces for

their support without the aid of longitudinal or circular ribs or any in

temal ihtmlng, substantially as described.

774.-Felix Brnnon. of Philadelphia, Pa., for an Improved

Register for Omnibuses, &c.:

I claim, iirat, One or more levers, H, each havin, a sprin dog, a, or

its equivalent, in combination with a aduatcd rate ct whee or wheels

E, the screwed spindle. l-‘, and gra uated bar, G, the whole being ar

ranged and operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, I claim the pin, f, with its cut away or eccentric end in

combination with the lever. II, it spring dog, a, and the ratchet wheel,

E, "It; uiholc being arranged substaut ally as sot forth for the purpose

specll t-t .

775.——O. H. Burdett, of Moorfield, Ohio, for an Improve

ment in Removing'Saw-dust as it is Formed :

I claim the arrangement for or in connection with the mill and its

saw of an upwardly inclining dust spout, E. and dust carrier or endless

belt, F, operating to catch and convey the saw dust in the manner de

scribed. when the same is combined or the spoutprovidcd at its deliv

er_v end with it branch conductor or conductors, l\, arran ed between

the upper and lower lengths of the carrier belt, essential y as and for

the purpose or purposes set forth.

776._Ebenezer Gate, of Franklin, N. H., for an Improved

Device for Forming Horseshoes :

I claim as an improved article of manufacturc, the portable device de

scribed, the parts beiu constructed, arranged and combined in relation

to each as set forth, wgercby the same tool or device used to form the

iron into lgliape also answers the further and additional purpose of

a forming loc ' or pattern to give the desired curvature and shape to

the shoe.

I 777.-Ebenezer Cate, of Franklin, N. H., for an Improve

ment in I-‘ormation of Horseshoe Iron :

I claim as an improved article of manufacture, iron or other suita

bio metal rolled or fabricated into the form substantially as shown in

Fig, l. as and for the purposes stated.

778.—T. W. Chatiield, of Utica, N. Y., for an Improved Re

frigerator :

[claim the arrangement ofthe ice-box, E, cold air chamber. II, alr

pipes, F I-‘, chamber, C, air chamber, A A A A, substantially iii the

manner and for the purpose described.

779.-Suspended.

780.-G. M. Cooper, of Lite-liiield, Mich., for an Improve

ment in Press for Packing Wool:

I claim the two adjacent vertical tixed sides, C and D, two adjacent

hinged and movable sides, E and F, supporting and guide rods, K,

ingcd top, H, sliding yoke, L, and piston, I’, the Whole being com

bned and operating together in the manner set forth.

781.-B. F. Cowan, of Memphis,‘ Tenn., for an Improve

mentm Fire-places:

I claim, ilrst, The nrraiigenn-iit ofa grate, A, with an air-space, B,

in the manner described, at the back thereof, and a passage, C, com

municating with the outside of the apartment or house in which the

grate is situated as and fonthe mrposes set forth.

Second, The combination w th the above-mentioned ate, A, air

space, B, and air passa c, C, of the form of radiator, D, s own as and

f'or the purposes set fort i.

782.-Rowland Cromelieu, of New York City, for an Im

provement in Rttilroads :

I claim constructint: railroads with three or more tracks on the center

rail of which the driving wheels of the engine, placed perpendicular,

run with smooth wheels and smooth rails on the level portion of the

track, and cogged wheels and rack rails on the inclines working on the

central rail track, while the side whorls oi‘ the rolling machinery are

double iianged and also the driving wlieels, with short independent

3Xle8.,“;.Il((i5 whole constructed, combined and arranged substantially as

esci e .

783.-G. Cl.I‘lllmi1_]gS, of Mcriden, Conn., for an Improve

ment in Stilts :

I claim constructing the stilt iron, B B’, as described, and securing

the same to the stall‘ of the stilt by means of a metal ring, C, and wedge

projectl0n ,' D.

[The object of this invention is to secure the footstand or bracket of

a boy's walking stiit to the staff of the stilt in a “fill and rigid manner,

and to make the fastening in_such a manner that the footstand can be

easily adjusted up or down on the stall‘, and secured thereon at any

desirable hight from the ground]

784.-E. S. I)-.iwson and A. Weeks, of Syracuse, N. Y., for

an improved Ommbus Register :

We claim the arrangement of vibrating frame, II, with ratchet, r s2

dnd t, and anus, sv and w, friction springs. p p p, in combination with

nrums, (7 and D, wheel, G, all constructed and operating to produce it

oumencnl series by revolving whet.-ls, substant-iaily as and for the pur

ppases_secificd.

[This invention relates to an improvement in registers for city cars,

omnibusses, &c., for registering the number of passengers entering the

same. The object of this invcmion is to furnish city cars, omnlbusses,

&c., with a registering apparatus, which is placed under the control

of the driver or conductor, who is instructed to register the entrance

of each passenger; said register is to be provided with an alarm, which

will serve as a tell-tale to the passengers in the conveyance, and it is

also to be placed in a prominent situation where it can be seen and

read by the passengers. ]

785.—Al8Xill‘i(l6I‘ Dick, of Bnifalo, N. Y., for an Improved

Bread Slicer:

I claim the ai'rnngcincnt of the slide. B B, the wheel, X, th . fl
Y. the lever, Z, the spring, S, the tliiinibserow, T, the wire, U,Pl.l.16nI'fi:)ll::

W, 500th, I), and the peg, F, substantially as and for the purpose

spec e .

T86.-Milton ‘Dilts of Columbia Citv Ind. for an lm rove

ment in Watch Wheels: ' ’ ' p

I claim the arrangemcntof the adjustable slides, D, with the pecu

:1i:)t:'il':;-nl:(?lcl'lI:};*ét:Ll)UCli(‘lil, (2, in the manner and for the purposes shown

[This invention relates to an improvmnent in that class of horizontal

water wheels which receive the water at their center and discharge it

at their periphery. The invention consists in a peculiar form of the

buckets of the wheel, in connection with adjustable plates and with or

without a conical deflector, whereby the discharge of the water from

the wheel may be regulated according to the supply, and the best effect

obtained under varying heads without an unnecessary expenditure 0

water.]

787.-John S. Elliott, of Philadelphia, Pa., for an Improve

ment in Gearing for Gas Meters:

I claim the application to gas meters the gearing described th
be-ing ('0nstructt-.1 and arranged to operate in clombiiiiitioif \\'l(:l:nl!.H£.

of let bars of

  

‘I -- —--—

openings in the face plate, substantially in the manner described and

for the purpose specified.

788.-J. W. Evans, of New York City, for an Improvement

in Railroad Car Springs:

I claim the arrangement and use of a concave dish-shaped cup, F‘,

rovided with a projecting lip, w, and annular recesses, m, in com

lnation with a series oi annular steel disks placed loosely upon a fer

rule,“§3, the whole being arranged in the manner and for the purpose

spec ed.

789.-J. W. Evans, of New York City, for an Improvement

in Cushion S rin s:

I claim, first, Gra ingt e diameters ofcircular corru ated dlshpiaies,

in combination with the vrading of the thicknesses of t ie plates, in the

manner as described, and for the purpose oi obtaining t e necessary

strength and stiffness.

Second, I claim the arrangement and combination of all the parts,

as described, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

Thomas Evans, of Watkins, N. Y., for an Improve790.

ment in Valves:

I claim the combination and arrangement of the elastic hinge, e, and

parts, f g, or their equivalents, with the metallic rim, A, substantially

as set forth.

I also claim, in combination therewith, the metallic counter-lining,

h, of the tlap, substantially as described.

791.-Z. Feagan, of Palmyra, Mo., for an Improvement in

Hemp Carts :

I claim I, cart constructed with the thills pivoted at F, as set forth,

and held in position when loaded by bar, D , in combination with the

windliiss, (l, and binding cord, c, all being arranged as and for the pur

poses specitied.

[This invention is intended more especially for handing shocks of

hemp from the field to the machinery which is to break it and prepare

it for market. Many hemp growers employ at this day the common

hand brakes, because they are ‘portable and can readily be moved

about from place to place to the shocks of hemp, instead of taking the

hemp to the machine. This invention consists in a cart of a novel con

struction, whereby the shocks of hemp can be moved about without

disarrangmg or tangling the stalks; said cart is so constructed that it

can be placed against the standing shocks, and these shocks secured

to the cart before they are upset; then, again, in unloading the cart,

the shock can be placed in a standing position before it is detached

from the cart, thereby enabling it to take the shocks of hemp tothe

machine instead of the machine to the hemp.]

792.-P. G. Gardiner, of New York City, for an Improve

ment in Cotton Presses:

I claim the arrangement and combination of the right and left

screws, S S’, pivoted nuts, 0 0, and friction rollers, P P , resting on

suitable ways, B R’, attached to the frame, J, when operating levers

N N ', in the manner and for the purpose substantially as dcscnbed and

set forth.

793._A. A. Gibson, of Worcester, Mass., for an Improve

ment in Skates:

I claim, as an improved article of manufacture, a skate that has its

runm-rjointed in the peculiarmanner shown and described, and other

wise made as set fort .

794.—A. Giraudat, of New York City, for an Improvement

in Windmills: .

I claim the arrangement of radially sliding hinged sails, A A1 A2 A3,

in combination with swinging weights, d E. constructed and operating

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

[This invention consists in the arrangement of radially sliding hinged

sails in combination with swinging weights suspended from the ends

of the arms in such a manner that, by the action of the centrifugal

force of said weights, the wings are moved towards the center of the

wheel whenever the force of the wind exceeds a certain point, andthat

the speed of the windwheel is thereby regulated]

795. Ralph Graham, of Brooklyn, N. Y., for an Improve

ment in Faucets:

I claim the combination of the plug, d, sprlng,_h, and stem, c, in

substantially the manner and for the purposes set iorth.

796.-Horace Gray and W. A. Bury, of Grosse Isle, Mich.,

for an Improvement in Farm Gates:

We claim the arrangement of lever, B, with pswls, G and Ii, the

ratchet wheel, B, the spring, I, and catch, M, and its concomitant

parts, all as set forth.

797.-Joseph Gray, of Raymond, Llisrh, for an Improvement

in Envelo es:

I claim, as an in iroved article of manufacture, a mail or pilckl-I58

envelope compose of an envclop, A, bands, C, and address card, ,

arranged as shown and described.

 

 

|The object of this invention is to supersede the ordinary pape I

envelopes which are used by postmastcrs for enclosing a plurality 0

letters addressed to one place, and which are distributed by the post

master of the oillce where they are received]

798. J. A. (lridley, of Southampton, Itiass.. for an Im

provement in Aerometnc Balance :

I claim a barometer composed ofa balance beam having one of its

two arms com ioscd wholly or principally of wood, and the other prin

cipally or who ly of metal, a suitable support for such beam, and at

scale upon which the degree oi oscillation of the said beam can be in

dicated, substantially as set forth.

799.—H. F. Hart, of Brooklyn, N. for an Ii\:’proved

Apparatus for Indicating the Position of the ater in

Steam Boilers:

I claim, tint, The application and combination of two or more hollow

vessels, as A B, of any size or shape, so placed and arranged in an in

strument that when it is attached to the boiler. as specified, one of

the said vessels will be hi her than the other or others, and higher

than the usual water levclfin the boiler, and one of the said vessels

will be lower than the other or others and lower than the usual water

level in the boiler, cach vessel connected with the other by means of

tubes, C C if (7, or their equivalents, in such manner as to secure it

continuous passage for water or steam throu h the said vessels and

connections; the whole instrument suspem ed and turning on the

ivot, P, or its equivalent, operating as and for the pu me of detect

ng high and low water in boilers, substantially as desc bed.

Second I claim, in combtnation with the above, the governing

weight, , of any size or shape, attached to the instrument at any place,

as and i'or the pu mse set forth, operating and controlling the range of

water, substantial y as specified, and changing the balancing power of

the instrument.

800.—I)ennis Hayes, of New York City, for an Improve

ment in Pumps :

I claim the plncin of the valves, K L, in conical or taper plugs, (i Ii,

which are fitted in the water passages, B t‘, .‘illll\llltIlll3ll)' as and lor the

purpose set forth. . .

I furtlier claim the combination of the double valve 1\, with the

single valve, L, and the conical plugs, G I], arranged forjoint operation

as and for the purpose set forth.

[The object of this invention is to simplify and economize in the con

struction of double-acting or force pumps, and at the same time render

the valves very accessible, so that they maybe readily repaired and

kept in working order, and only two of them required in the construc

tion of the pump.]

801.-W. C. Hicks, of Boston, Mass., for an Improvement

in Sewing Maclnnes: ‘ ,

I claim the method, substantially as described, of raising or lowering

and adjusting the feed wheel, in relation to the sewing table, by com

bining with it, or the shaft or stud which carries it, an eccentric or

screw under eranon b a hand lover. or its equivalent, essentially

as shown an describ whereby the adjustment may be effected

whether while the machine is operating or at rest, for the purposes set

iorth.
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302,_W_ B, Hopkins, 01' Oakfield, N. Y., for an Improved

Churn:
I claim the beatPl'i‘,.l,l Mid it in, the latter provided with spiral arms,

n u, constructed and operating substantially in the manner and for the

purposes shown and described.

803.-T. D. In ersoll, of Monroe, Mich., for an ~Improved

Culinary mler :

I claim, first, A draught apcrture or passage, B, applied to a covered

culinary vessel, A, when used in connection with ndants or stirrcrs,

D, attached to the cover, 0, substantially as an for the purpose let

f rth.

0Second, The tube, E placed in the cover, C, and provided with a

stopper, F, when used in connection with the draught aperture or pas

sage, B, for the purpose set forth.

[The object of this invention is to prevent smoke and steam escapmg

from the contents of culinary vessels into the cooking apartment during

the operation of cooking: and also to preserve the flavor of the sub

stances being cooked and to retain the juices of succulent articles of.

food, while the cooking operation is greatly expedited.)

80-t.—-Michael Johnston, of South Boston, Mass., for an Im

provement in Cigar Holders:

I claim the cigar holder constructed of parts, g c h d and is, arranged

as and for the purposes described and shown.

[The object of this invention and improvement in cigar holders is to

obtain it means whereby the smoke will be cooled during its passage

through the holder to the mouth, and also to furnish a receptacle for

condensing the smoke and retaining the oil of tobacco which is usually

drawn into the mouth, producing an unpleasant taste and destroying

the flavor of the cigar. This invention consist in so constructing the

holder that the smoke will be drawn from the cigar through a small

tube into a metallic globule, and from thence through the main stem

which is held in the mouth.]

805.-Eugene Lefancheux, of Paris, France, for an Im

provement in Firearms :

In combination with a fixed barrel, I claim the movable breech piece

and hammer, constructed and arranged as to turn on one and the same

axis, substantially as described and shown.

806.--W. H. Locke, of Canton, Pa., for an Improvement in

Scrolls of WsterWhoels :

I claim casting the joint consisting of the ear piece, in, opening, i,

and pillar, a, satire with the divisions of the sa-oil, as set fort

807.-S. II. Long, U. S. A., of Alton, Ill., for an Improved

Dredgin Machme :

I claim, first, he construction and operation of a scraper for opening

channels across bars, d:c., substantially such as described.

I also claim the ap iication and use of such a scraper with a steam

tug or tow boat for rs giug it across the bar in the direction in which

the channel is to be ma e, substantially as set forth and explained.

808.-J. B. Lyons, of Baltimore, Md., for an Improved

Stump Extractor, &c.:

I claim, first, The combination of the double bow truck frame, A

mounted on obli ue conical wheels, 3, with the hoisting device formed

of the screw, , nut, J, and chain, R, all being arranged for joint

operation, substantially as and for the pu one set forth.

Second, The combination of the screw, , nut, J, gearing, L 0, and

the drum, Q, with chain or rope, h, attached, armngeri and applied to

the truck to operate as and for the purpose specific .

[Sec engraving on page 160 of the present volume of the Scisirrtrlc

AIIIIC.\I(.]

809.—W. II. Main, of Liverpool, Ohio, for an Improvement

in Rotary Harrows :

I claim the arrangement of the levers, J and K, crossbar, G, rods. E,

braces, F, arms, D, barrow, II, and wheels, A, the whole being con

structed, operated and operating as and for the purpose described.

8I0._J. E. Malloy, of New York City, for an Improvement

in the Preparation of Fiber for the Manufacture of

Paper:

I claim the process of scparating fiber from fiber-yieldin plants, as

set forth, consisting of the separate and successive steps 0 combining,

rubbing and washing the lants in cold water; the whole forming one

continuous operation per rmed while the fiber is fresh and plant un

desslcatcd, as set forth.

811.-_C. A. McEvo , of Richmond, Va., for an Improvement

in the Mode 0 Loadmg I-‘ire-arms :

I claim, first, The combination ofn cartridge with a tubular cartridge

protector, A, open at both ends, so that, in loading the gun the charge

can he pushed through and detached from the said cartridge protec

tor, substantially as set forth.

Second, A charge receiver. imvidcd with It series of incisions, and

rolled up so as to form a top r tn, C. and it closed bottom, D, substan

tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Third, The combination of the cartridge and tubular rotec tor de

scribed with it circular recess, I", in the muzzle end of t a gun, lub

sumtially as and for the purposes set forth.

8I2.__Archibald McGnfiie, of Rochester, N. Y., for an Im

provement III Iimlroad Chairs :

I claim dlvidin the choir into two wedge-shaped sections, A and B,

provided respect velg with the groove or hook, h, and wedge. d. the

‘\!\‘hOl6bfl|l)l8I'1|tlng in t e manner and for the purpose substantisllyas

cscri e .

8l3._J. L. McPherson and J. S. Harbison, of Sacramento,

Cal., for an Improvement in Wind Wheels:

 

drill shanks, relative to tho positions of the lower ends of the hopper

spouts, substantially as described.

Sixth. Iclalm the t‘nI1\l)lnltll0n oi aremovahle driving shaft With a

series of seeding cylinders, having IDtlr]\l‘.lIfII‘.|\[ lyonrings, whereby said

shaft can, at pleasure, be removed to allow any oi rtulri cylinders to be

mkiebntput for repairs without displacing the rest, substantially as de

scr e .

Seventh. I claim a scries of helical gear, having teeth of varying

numbers and pitch. in combination with a shifting pinion. for pur

poses substantially as described.

816.—John Murdock, of New York City, for an Improve

ment in Bank Notes:

I claim it bank notc in which allot‘ the printing, engraving and writ

ing are embodied in the. form of a numeral, designating the denomina

tion of the note, suh5tal'ltllli_V as described, for the purpose lpeciflsd.

817.-Asahel Osborn, of Morris, N. Y., for an Improved

Quilting Frame :

Iclaim the combination of the rolls, E, arms, B, slides, C, with the

frame, A, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

8I8.—J. H. Patterson, of Schagticoke, N. Y., for an Im

provement 1n Drymg Paste Boards :

I claim the facilitating of the curing or drying of wet per or paste

board sheets, in the manufacture of the some, by plac mg or incloling

the sheets in frames constructed substantially as set forth.

8l9.—Thomss Phillips, of Ann Arbor, Mich., for an Im

proved Arraugement of Carnage S nngs:

I claim the combination and arrangement 0 the com nnd lever

spring, the rollers attached to the spring, and the two atsn ards, as de

scribed. l'or the purpose set forth.

820.—W. G. Reed, of Chclsea,Mass., for an improvement in

Metallic Roofing:

I claim the tubular rafters, 0 when constructed of two ion tudinal

parts. a a, rovidcd with ilanc cs, b b, and used in conncc on with

lates, D, 1 re edges or sides of which are secured between the ilanches,

. and bent so as to form gutters, d d, within the rafters, to operate as

and for the purpose set forth.

[This invention consists in the employment of tubular metallic raft

ers, lie beams, stringers and braces, so constructed and arranged as to

effect the desired end.l

82I._W. C. Itentgen and P. II. Humes, of Keokuk_, Iowa,

for an Improved Fan Attachment to Thrcshmg Ma

chines :

We claim a fan arrangement. consisting of a fan placed in it proper

cnso. to which there is a suitable induction and oducnon passage, the

whole constituting a single trunk extendin from the front to the roar

of the machine, and so arranged that the raft at the orifice of the in

ductinn passage shall be vertical, or nearly so, substantially in the man

ner described.

[The object of this invention is to prevent dust being blown from

threshing machinrs into the face of the feeder or attendant while feed

ing the machine, a result due to the blast generated by the rotation of

the beatcrs. The invention consists in placing a fan, which is incloled

within 8. suitable case or box, directly over the cylinder or heater box,

and so arranged as to draw in the dust as it is ejected from the beater

box, and force it in a direction from the feeder or attendant]

822.—C. H. Reynolds, of New York City, for an'Improved

W rench :

I claim the collar, B, having a longitudinal play or movement on the

cylindrical part, b, of the shank, A, provided with the screw thread, c,

and flttedln the nut, r-, of the sliding jaw. E, in connection with the

pivoted handle, 1-‘, arranged in relation with the collar B, to operate as

and for the purpose set forth.

[This invention has for its object the facilitating of the adjustment of

the wrench to the nut, and also the obtaining of a firm hold of the

jaws of the wrench on the nut, so as to effectually prevent the slipping

oi‘ the former on the latter. The invention consists in operating the

movable or sliding jaw] of the wrench by means of a rotating screw

collar, which is allowed it certain degree of longitudinal play on the

wrench, and is used in connection with a handle secured to the shank

of the wrench by njoiut or pin, and so arranged as toperforut the

function of it lever and act upon the screw collar and movable or slid

ing law, sons to cause the nut to be firmly grasped between lhcjawl as

the wrench is turued.]

823._G. C. Robmson, of Boston, Mass., for an Improve

ment in Apparatuses for Drymg Salt. Ante-dated Oct.

8, 1860 :

I claim, first, The revolving platen, a, in combination yith the teeth

or scrapers. j, or their equivalents, constructed and arrangod substan

tiahy as described.

Second, The discharging soarpers, p, for the purposes set forth.

Third, The sup iiemcntary scraper or levler, r, arranged in my ma

chine, substantia ly as described.

Fourth, Packing the outer periphery of the revolving platen of my

rotary salt-dryer with sand or otheriucombustible powder, substantially

as described and for the purposes set forth.

82-i._Ma.rtin Roe, of Townsend, Ohio, for an Improvement

in Sugar Mills :

I claim the crushing bar, I‘, 0 rated as set forth, in combination

with the apron, O, and rollers, II, when operating conjolntly in the

manner and for the purpose described.

82. __N. G. Ross, of Cincmnati, Ohio, for an Improvement

in Sewing Machines:

I claim the obliqut-lly-slottcri loo er, -1, adapted to traverse, when in

action, a fulcrum, c, is lower on reoeivinga circular motion from a

crank, i, and its upper end the described combined rocking and up and

down motion, so itsto enter the upper loop at its widest part, and to

shed lltl own loop near the cloth, in the manner and for the objects

stated.

826.-J. S. Shailer and G. F. Folsom, of Roxbnry, Mass.,

for an Improvement in Water Meters:

Second, The combination with the plsiters.8 9 I0 and II I2 and I3, of

a. hemmer. I 1, constructed and operstmg substantially as set i'orth.

Third, The combination of s stretchln . smoothing or straightening

edge, 6, with the hammer, I 2, as set for h.

Fourth, The combination of a stretching, smoothing or straightening

edge. 6, with the plnitrrs, 8 910 and II 12 and IS, as described.

Fifth, The construction, arrangement and operation of the plaiters,

8 9 I0 and II I2 and 13, as set forth.

830.—lI. A. Stone, of Battle Creek, Mich.,- for an Improve

ment in Pressmg Cheese:

I claim the perforated cvllnder, A. in connection with the perforated

heads, B B, provided with legs, ll d d d d, operating substantially as

described, and for the purpose set forth.

831.—T. F. Taft, of Worcester, Mass, assignor to himself

and A. P. Brown, of same place, and Wm. M. Page, of

St. Louis, Mo., for an Improved Shear and Punch:

Iclsim, as an improved article of manufacture, it romhined shear

and punch, in which the parts, A B C D and F’. are all cast in one

pica-e. in combination with coring out the parts, C and D, substantially

as escribed.

832.-Robert Taylor, of New York City. for an Improve

ment in Canal Lock Gates:

I claim, first, A circular face gate for canal locks, the face of which

is smooth and attached to side pieces or arms radiating from the jour

nals or axle inserted in the side of the water way or sides of the lock,

when used in combination with a similarly curved breast wall, which

forms the lower art of the ate substaniiaily as described.

Second, I cla m, in com ination with such a gate, a wicket leaf,

hinged or hung thereto, and operating in the manner and for the pur

pose described and represented.

833.—I. P. Tice, of Baltimore, Md., for an Improved Ms

chme for Turning Oval Frames:

I claim the giving of the bed, Ii. of an oval lathe, a vibratory move

ment simultaneously with its rotating and sliding movements, so as to

admit of n rotar cuttcr or a stationary chisel, having, at all points of

the rotation of the work, R, a position at right angles with the face

thcrcof, substantially as described.

83-i.—A. G. Tompkins, of New York City, for an Improved

Screw Propeller :

I claim construcllng the propeller with a flaring-edged folloe or con

tinuous rim, a, supported u on separate spokes or arms, 0, that mdiato

from the driving shaft, b, ul in the manner and for the purpose shown

and described.

[This invention relates to an improvement in whatis generally known

as the screw propeller. and has for its object the obviating of friction

and consequent loss of power attending the working of the ordmar_v

submerged screw propeller.]

835.-Mathew Triroble, of Princeton, Ill., for an Improve

men in Corn Shollers:

I claim the srran mont of hopper. A, In combination with cylinder.

8, pulley, C, troug s, D D. standard e, spikes, g g, shaft, h. cores. 1’

P,flLe&NIS,j 1, boxes, d d, c:tps, f , substantially as shown and do

ac

836.—Arthnr Wadsworth, of New York Citv. for an Im

wove]? Method of Operating the Second Hand in Stop

atc es:

I claim the manner of operating the intermediate whr-Pl, F, by means

of a lever, 1', in combination with it spring, J, when arraugrd for the

purpose substantially as specified.

837.—Roswel1 Wakcmau, of Port Deposit, Md., for an Im

provement in Presses:

I claim the arrangement of the double top doors, being sccurcd hr at

cross bar held at the ends under vokes or stlrrups. in combination with

springs, sliding rods, pulleys and windlaescs, operating on both ends of

téheugiovlng platform, substantially as described and for the purposes set

on .

838._P. D. Wesson, of Providence, R. I., for an Improved

Steam Trap :

I claim the use or employment of tho tubes, A B. valve rod, C, and

valve. J, when arranged and operating substantially as described, and

for the purpose set. forth.

839.—Marths. Willis, of Rochester, N. Y., for on Improve

ment in Obstetrical Bandages :

I claim the arrangement ofthe open lnpspaccs and elastic hip hands,

d dfand the prime and auxiliary c astic straps, h h and) j, for nltstt'i

rical bandages and supporters, substantially in the manner and for the

purposes specified.

B40.—T. II. Willson, of Harrisburg, Pa., for an Improve

ment in Blowers:

I claim, first, The employment of the blower wheel as constructed,

com scd of a series of wings or arms, D, cast in the form represented

and ingsecured together by means of the dcvlccs described, all as

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, In combination with the subject of the first claim, I claim

the fan caaedconstructed in the manner and shape represented.

84I.—Itoss Winans and Thomas Winans, of Baltimore,

Md., for an Improved Steering Apparatus for Navi

gable Vessels:

We claim the combination of a vessel having a spindle-formed bot

tom two rudden located below the bottom thereof, at opposite sides of

the longitudinal center, and mechanism to impart opposue movements

to the rudders, substantially as described.

842.——Ross Winans and Thomas Winans, of Baltimore,

Md., for an Improvement in Stufling Boxes:

We claim a stulllng box consisting ofs combination of radiating sock

ets with lndependen compressors, substantially as described.

843.—Jesse Young, of Franklin Furnace, Ohio, for an Im

provement in the Packing of Pistons for Steam En

gmcs:

I claim the application of mind springs for holding metallic citing

against the surface of the cy inder, in the manner substantial y as de

scribed.

844.-O. C. Evans (assi or to himself and L. D. Towsley)

of New York City, or an Im rovement in Fastenings

We claim the nrrun ement of two concentric wind wheels A C. one

within the other, the s oft, E, of the smaller wheel revolving within

the hollovvsiutft, D, of the larger wheel, in combination with a spiral

cam, L, strap, R, and spiral spring, Q, substantially nsand for the pur

poses set forth.

[The subject of this invention is an ingenious and effective device op‘

plied to wind wheels, to automatically regulate the length of stroke in

a pump or other object to which motion is applied, in accordance with

the force of the wind.] '

8l4.——Robert McN|e, of New York City, for an Improve

ment III Lithographic Presses:

Iclalm, first, The arrangement of the ratchet, K, pawl, L’, lever,

M, recl roosting rod, T, ink carriage, P, arm, V, levers, W X, upright,

q, and t e notched tlnnch r, or its equivalent, for the purpose of form

ing an automatic inking device as and for the purpose set forth.

. ceond The pendent arm, F’, attached to the shaft, d‘, bar, G’, prov

vldcd with shoulders, f', and attached to arm, F, in connection with

the lever, Ii, and belt shi per, G, all being arranged as shown, I01‘

automatically shipping the ell, as set forth.

8I5._-Hiram Moore, of Fon du Lac, Wis., for an Improve

ment in Seed Drills:

I claim, first, The combination of it hinged drill bar, it series of rigid

shank-trailing drills, and a corresponding series of springs to connect

the shank and bar, so that by turning the latter the drills may be

pressed with more or less force into the surface of the ground (as the

ground is harder or softer, or a. doc er or shallower furrow is re

quired), or may be lifted above the sur ace, substantisll as described.

Second, I claim a series of trailing drills having rig d shanks con

nected to a bin cd drill bar by springs that will resist mtcral ilcxurc to

maintain the re ntive distances of the drills apart, while free to ilcx up

ward and downward to enable the drills severally to conform to uneven

surfaces, substantially as described.

Third, I claim curves_at the upper ends of the drill shanks, as shown

at R, in combination with the springs. substantially as and for the pur

poses set forth.

I-‘ourth, I claim a lever, in combination with the hinged drill bar and

a series of trailing drills connected to the bar by springs, the srran e~

ment of these parts being such that, by turning the lever, all the dr ill

will he sunultsneously forced into the earth or raised therefrom, and

when forced into the earth, the shank of each drill throughout its en

tire lttngth will still be left free to play up and down to the extent which

the elasticity of the spring will permit, to allow the drill to pass over

obstructions and to conform to inequalities of the surface, substan

tially as described.

Fifth, I claim arranging the mouths of the conduits on the drill

shanks as nearly as may be in the line of the axis of motion of the

hingod drill bar, so that raising and lowering the drills will change as

little as may be to the positions of the mouths of the conduits on the

We claim the described arrangement of the induction chamber, B

the two float chambers, C C‘, the cduclion chamber, E, the chambere

valve, i-‘, and its ports, the two floats, D D’, and the valve-tripping ap

pnrnum, the who e operating together in manner and under cimum

stances substantially as spec lied.

827.—Minard Snell, of Medina, N. Y., for an Improvement

in Stave Machmes :

I claim the centering dogs, h h’, spur whorl, P, and wormshaft, J, in

combination with the pivoted arms, k k, and m usting rod, ii, the name

being arranged on the sliding head blocks, G ', and constructed sub

stantially as set forth, for the purpose described.

[This invention relates to certain improvements in circular sawmills

for sawing round logs into boards, stat-es, kc., wherein two circular

saws are employed, one cutting at right angles to the other, thereby

sawing a board or stave from the log of the proper width and thickness

at one and the same operation. The object of the present invention is

to secure logs or sections of logs, of various lengths and diameters, be

tween two adjustable centomor dogs, which have their hrarmgs on the

head blocks of the carriage, and are so constructed and arranged that a

log may be rotated and also adjusted laterally up to the saws]

828.-Richard Solis, of New Brunswick, N. J., for an Im

provement in Machinery for Making Elastic Shirred

Goods:

I claim the combination of the circumferential grooves, l, and longi

tudintti or other crimping grooves, j, in roller, B, when used in con

nection with the roller, C, to operate substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth.

B29.—J0hn Stevens and Francis Stevens, of NewYork City,

for an Improvement in Hammers and Folders:

We claim first, The combination with the platters, 8 9 I0 and II I2

and 18, of the feed rollers. 18 and 2, by which the cloth is drawn for

ward snd platted, as set forth.

of Metallic Bands for Cotton hes:

I claim the combination of the slots, s s, in the plate A, with the an

all,-|l}I'l-:gnlII6l, t t t t, more or less as described and for the purposes

ac o .

8-i5.—A. Hllfnapg, of Newton Center, N. H., assignor to

himself and - . W. Tisdalc, of Walpole, Mass., for an

Improvement in Scissors :

I claim the combination of the guide slot, C, and pivot, D, with the

curved slot II‘ and pin, 0, for producing any regular or irregular draw

ii;l Pcdut desired, substantially u the manner and for the purposes spe

c .

I also claim the bush sleeves, f f, a plied to and in combination with

the screw pivot, D, pin, 0, and the s me, C F, substantially asand for

the purposes set forth.

8i6._W. A. N. Long (assignor to J. B. Blend), of Fisher

ville, N. H., for an Improved Bed Foundation.

I claim the described bod foundation made of the basket springs,

slat supporters, and conical bearers, constructed. arranged and com

binnd together and with the cross mils and slots nfu bedstead, substan

tially in the manner specified.

8-i7._J. W. N e, of Fairlleld, Vt-, nssigllm‘ to himself and

G. W. Bal , of St. Albans, W., for an Improvement in

Dumping Wagons:

I claim the improved dnm ting wagon as constructed with the divi

sional partitions 0 GI, 02, 3. arranged and combined and sons in

¢;p¢-rate as described, with hinged bottoms or Jlntforms, H H1, H2,

3, applied to the wagon lmdv, A. and dis :1 therein and with he

speot to one another, substantially as lIp(!('Ii ed.

8-t8._S. J. Olmsted, of _Binghamton, N. Y., assignor to

John Ellis, of‘ Detroit, ltiich., for an Improved Gate

H‘ e:I cllllggihe special arrangement of the rack, P, the pinion, N, and

adjustable arm, I‘, in combination with a gate, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as set forth.
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849.—Edward Roberts (assignor to Code, Hopper &- Gratz)

 

of Pliiladelpliia. Pa., for an Improved Time Tell Table:

I claim, first, The detachable graduated disk 1-‘, applied to the works

of the clock, substanth.lly as set forth, in comhinat on with the lid, B,

its openings, b and a, and the pointer, x. or its equivalent, when the

said openiiigs and pointer are arranged in respect to each other and to

the disk rs and for the purpose dcscribcd. .

Second, I claim the spring lever, I, with its admstable gin, K, _in

combination with the adjustable graduated disk and the lid, , and its

openings, b and a.

850.—l). H. Thayer (assignor to himself and S. A. Baker),

of Iaunsing, N. Y., for an Improvement in the Cutting

Apparatus of Harvesters: V

I claim the arrangement of the cutters, c, and cutter bar, C, with the

supporting project-ioiis, f, kiilfc-ed_s,ed backward-openlug ri-i-cs:-ic.~', b,

space between projcctioiis and fingers and finger bar, A, in the man

ncr and for the purpose shown and di-scribed.

[The object of this invention is to prevent the choking or clogging of

the sickle, a contingency of frequent occurrence in all grain and grass

liarvcstcr:\i.] 1

851.-_Godfried Welland (ttssignor to himself and Francis

Fislier), of Buffalo, N. Y., for an Improved Straw

(‘arrier for Threshing Maclnnes :

I claim the arrangemeiit of the lover, I", and spring, J, within the

c:ii-i-yiiig apron, in connection with the cam, M, for operating the same

for the piirposes and subsuintially as ill‘-'.l(.‘rll)L‘ll.

il5l._J. 11. Wilson (assignor to J. F. Bodine), of Williams

ton. N. J., for an Improvement in Stoppers for Sealing

Cans and Jars:

1 claiin the combination of the two clamping disks, A B. cvpanding

seginciits, D, and elastic ring, E, construcicd, arranged and operating

togctlicr in the manner and for the purpose set forth. i

[This improved stopper consists of two metallic disks clamping an

nili-.1-rubber ring between their peripheries, and it set of metallic aeg

mcnts between the said disks, which segments are expanded radially

wii.lnn the ring by means of a conical screw plug, simultaneously with

the clainping action. The advniitages are that the lower dliiit, being im- -

perforate, constitutes an airt-lgiit center for the stopper, avoiding the

necessity of a web of gum or other ductile substaiice; the ring is con

fined in position by the clamping disks, and the metallic scgmciits cm

plo_vcd to expand the ring cannot be forced into actual contact with the

neck of tbejar, so as to endanger fracture.)

R53.-.I:tmes Hig rins and T. S. Whitworth, of Salford, Eng

land, for an mprovement in Spinning Machines. Pat

ented in England October 13, 1860: i

We claim, first, Giving support toa stationary tube or “ bolster”

through which the spindle passes, by a sliding bearing attached to the

copping rail.

Second, So arranging the spindles and their tubes or holsters that

they may oscillate scparatcl upon joints or other apparatus for the

purpose of ailiiistingthemse ves to a sliding bearing.

Third, Coniiccting the s indie to the pinion by which it is driven so

that it may be withdrawn t crefrom without disturbing top beariiigiii or

other parts ri-quiring re-adjustment.

854.-Luther Atwood, of New York City, for an Improvo- L

meat in the Manufacture of H}‘(1TO-(li1Tb(iIlOllS :

I claim the direct application of ice or ice and salt to the condensation

of hvdro-carbon oil vapors, siibstaiitially as described and substantially

for the pur se set forth.

[also cla in bringing the vapors by a descending current in contact

with the surface of the ice or cc and salt, siibstantiall_v as described.

855.-—G. W. Blake (assignor to himself and L. W. Blake), '

of East Peppei-ell, iass., for an Improved Belt Fast

enin :

I claim t is employniciit of the double-headed studs, a it, in combina

tion with thc belt ends, in the manner and for the purposes shown and

described.

[This invention consists in the employinciit of a suitable number of

short double lieaded flat studs which are introduced through slits cut

lengthwise through the ends of the two sections of belting, said studs

being so formed that their heads will readily enter the slits in the

ends of the belt, after which they will connect the ends securely by

giving the studs a slight turn.

BE-ISSUES.

5l._-The Merrill Patent Fire-arm Manufacturin 1' C mpany l
(assigiices of J. 11. Merrill), of Baltim0re,Eilid., for an

Improvement in Fire-arms. Patented July 20. 1858:

We claim the combination of it barrel that o iens out at its top, and

an open chamber behind it for receiving a cnrtrldge, with a breech in

or plug and two levers for actuating and holding it locked, substant al

ly as described.

52. The Merrill Patent Fire-arm Manufacturin Company

(assignees of J. H. Merrill), of Baltimore, d., for an

Improvenientm Fire-arms. Patented July 20,1858 : '

We claim, in combination with it barrel that o mus out at its top, a

long, open, drooping chamber in rear of it, for t e purpose of easily

dropping in the c.ai-tridge and the ready cleansing 0 the bore of the

gun i'rom the rear, substantially as represented.

The Merrill Patent Fire-arm Manufacturingfompauy

(assignees of J. H. Merrill), of Baltimore, d., i'or an

Improvement in Fire-arms. Patented July 20, 1858 :

We claim, in combination with the lever.-i by which the breech pin or

phip is actuated, a guiding mechanism, substantially as (1(£H(‘l‘ll)f‘.tl, by

wh ch said levers and plug are controlled in their movements, to pre

vent binding, chafing, or bruising, as set forth.

5-t._The Merrill Patent I-‘ire-arm Manufacturing Company

(assignees of J. H. Merrill), of Baltimore, Md., for an

Improvement in Fire-arms. Patented July 20,1858: 1

I

53.

    

 

the mechanism for the operation of the cutting apparatus will not clog

or obstruct the action of said track clearer or scraper, substantially as

described.

Second, Placing

A CHANGE IN THE PATENT LAWS.

I NEW ARRANGEMENTS--PATENTS GRANTED FOR
the lower surfaces of the rear of the divider and fmnt

 

cud oi the track clearer close to ether and‘substantially on a level with I

the under surface of the cutter Jill‘, substantially as described.

Third, And in combination thercwiihl claim connecting the track

clearer at its front end by a vcriicaliy-yielding joint placed near in; low

er surface, substantially as set forth.

Foiirtli, The combination of the divider with a track clearer connect

ed at the rear thereof, and standin at an acute angle with the cutter
8

; bar, while the lower edge of the track clearer is on or near the 'round

and its ii ) 19.!‘ ed e ri-ws i,'raduall ' backward from the u ) ier sur ace of
i l 8 2 1 l

the divider, siibi-itantlally as set ortb.

Fifth, The short divider in combination with a track clcarcr attached

close to its rear and at an acute angle with the finger bar, as set forth.

Sixth. I claim

to the rear of the divider, at or near its outer side and beyond its ex

treme cutting point, so that the giass shall fall over the cutters and tin

gcr bar inside. of the track clearer, in condition to be swept inward,

substantially as described,

 

 
 

  

We claim converting what is known asthe "Jenk‘s gun” fioma

loose powder and ball oader to a cartridge loader, by closing up the

opening through which that gun was loaded, cutting away and opening

out in rear of the barrel so as to load at the rear end of the bore, and

allowing the lever toggle, and piston to come far enough back to admit

a carii'idi.;c to be ( ro iped in behind the bore, and thence run up into

the chiiinbcr, as set orth. 1

55.-_l~1. Everitt, of Philadelphia, Pa., for an Improved

Bedstead Fastening. Patented March 29, 1859:

I claim the combination of the tapering wedge-forined head or tenon i

l, with the tapci-iiig mortise, i, one being attached to the post and the

other tothe railoi a licilstcad, when the said tenon is less than the

mortise, and when both are constructed and arranged in respect to

each other, substantially as set forth, for the double purpose oi‘ rcadilv

tightening the rail to the post, when thejoint has become loose tlii-oiigli y

sliriiikage, and of foriniiig a coupling capable of self-adjustniont late

rally, as specified.

I i'iirilici- claim one or more

plugs, A and A’,

{fins or ribs, e, in combination with the

when these are constructed substantially as described.

56.-W. 0. Hickok, of Harrisburg, Pa., for an Im rove

ment in Mills for Grinding Apples. Patented ovem

her 20, 1855:

I claim the application of breakers, d d, along between the parallel

rows of‘ the teeth b b in each of the cylindens, A A’; andthls I claim

'whetlicr the said hrea 'ers be formed as the plain or serrated, continu

ous, longitiidinal ridges, d d, slioivn in the drawings, or as a series oi

isolated ordistinct small teeth between the said rows of the larger teeth '

b b, as ilcscribcd; and whether the helical ribs, c c, be used or not; the

said teeth or br_eakci-s operating logeil1(:t' substantially in the manner

described and for the purpose specihed.

57.-W. F. Ketchum, of

meat in Track

May 17, 1853:

I claim, first, A track cleare

Buffalo, N. Y., for an Improve

Clearers for Harvesters. Patented

r or scraper laced near the outer end oi‘
the finger bar and behind the divider. at 811-)l\Cl1le angle with the finger

bar. ari-aiigcil in relation to the sa > ‘ '
as it falls over the finger bar, and !liIV\l‘i1?0C?lsltt8()!';B:‘l‘l?;)g(:ll‘11: and |

U931‘ 111611‘ 011181‘ 0i1t13 ii holly by stationary supports or gu;d,._q' 5,, that

EXTENSION.

H. R. Dunham, of New York City, for an Improvement in

Connecting Side Pipes with the Steam t.‘hests. Pat

ented March 20, 1847. Extended March 19, I861 :

I claim the nppllcatioii ofa plate of flexible metal in a steam pipe be

tween two flanges of different diameters, the vielding of which plate

shall give suilicii-iit room for the. ex iansioii of the pipe, thereby avoid

in the necessity of‘ using stnillng oxcs or the on lnary copper henn

I sp ierieal ringjdlnts for side pipe.-iof steam engines.

DESIGN.

A. C. Barstow, of Providence, R. 1., for a Design for

Stoves.

Nora.—In the'above list of patents, rmnrr oi‘ the number were pro

cured through the Scientific. American Patent Agency.

A. M. H., of N. H.—As there is some doubt on our mind8

respecting the novelty of your stump puller, we would advise you to

send us on a fee of $5, and have a preliminary examination made at

the Patent Otlicc.

J. C., of S. C.-We have never seen the secret to which

you refer for extracting gold from iron pyrites and oily pliimbago. If

we come across it, we will piiblisli it for your benefit.

J. P. B., of-_.- §'i'Ili'iiii'm’s -I'0m-no.1 is a very learned

work, and dry, except to those who are purely scientific. It is pub

lislied at New Haven, Conn.

G. P., of Pa.__Your design for fountains is a pretty idea,

and would be patcntablc. We are not acquainted with any person

who has engaged practically in the propagation of fish; but we think

Mr. Luther Tucker, of Albany, N. Y., can give the information de

sired.

C. W. J., of N. Y._Tlie most adventurous balloonistin our

country has assured us that there is always danger, and never cer

tainly, in balloon voyages. We advise you to avoid the subject, al

though your slu-tcli of the new balloon is quite novel in one feature.

F. M., of Ohio.-—1f you communicate with C01. H. Rattan,

Coburg, C. W., you will obtain all the information dcsircd respecting

his method of ventilating railroad cars. Mousiere’s gas burner is not

on sale in this city.

J. B., of N. Y.-Address J. Tagliabue, No.3 North Wil

liam-strcet, this city, respecting the manufacture of barmnetcrs such

as you desire.

A. P., of N. Y.-We cannot inform you where you can

learn the light rifle drill, but you can acquire the information from

any of the oillcers at the West Point Academy.

J. E. S., of N. Y.—By giving canvas a primary coating of

size, the paint will not run upon it. If required for a transparency,

give itaprimary coating of white varnish; then put on the paint.

which should contain considerable turpentine to make it dry quickly,

or use common driers, which can be purchased in all paint stores.

E. C. B., of N. Y.--Bourne’s “ Catechism of the Steam En

gine" will be of great advantage to you. You can obtain it of Mr. J.

Wiley, bookseller, this city.

O. H. B., of Micli._T1ie lever, inclined plane, wedge,

screw and pulley have been called the live mechanical pawers.

Wm. A. C., of N. Y.—The power to be got from a race

way with afall of one foot in forty, without obstructing the flow of

the water, to throw it back upon the wheels at the upper end of the

race, would be too small to be of any practical value.

J. D., of Mass.-We suppose West Point school is the best

one for teacliing engineering in this country. Perhaps, though, the

new practical departments at Cambridge and New Haven nrejust as

good.

W. H. W., of Mass.—You _will find the subject of water

wheels running faster by night than by day fully discussed in Vol, 1,

new series, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. It is all a delusion.

E. A. B., of Conn.—1f you have two feet fall and plenty

of water, an undcrshot wheel will drive your two turning iathes and

a circular saw. You would be obliged to stop in high water.

“ J. T., of Wis.-Your questions are very pertinent, butthey

would open the whole subject of expansion, and we have decided to

let this matterrest untiilsherwood makes his report of the experi

ments at Erie.

G. B., of N. Y.—We might have continued"the argument

on vegetable physiology, but your pofirvis too much for us. We

clotta our mouths, and have nothing more to say.

G. W. T., of‘ 1)el.—Cliester’s form of Smee’s battery is one

of the best for producing magnetism. You can make magnets with

Grovc‘s battery. The greater the number of batteries, and the more

whorls of the helix, the better.

G. W. D., of Maine._Organ pipes, of any size or kind de

sired, may be procured of George Jardine 8: Son, No.100 Wlnte

street, this city.

H. N. B., of N. Y.--We find the sticks of wood which you

send us very good eliicti-ics; probably because they are so dry and

full of resin.

 

placing the front end of the inclined track clearer close

such cases as may. require it.

BEVENTEEN YEARS.

The new Patent Laws, recently enacted by Congress, are

now in full force, and promise to be of great benefit to all parties who

' are concerned in new inventions.

The duration of patents granted under the new act is prolonged to

sizvncrziiczt years, and the government fee required on filing an appli

cation for a patent is reduced from $30 down to 815. Other changes

in the fees are also made as follows :

On filing each Caveat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l0

On tilin ear.-ii application for a Patent, except for a design...$l5

On issu ng each original Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$&)

On appeal to Connnissioner of Patents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$20

On application for Re-issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$30

On application for Extension of Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

On grantin the Extension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

On tiling D claimer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l0

On filing application for Di-si in, three and it half ye.'i.ra. ...$10

On filing application for Des gn, seven years. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .$15

On tiling applicatioii for Design, fourteen years. . . . . . . . . . . ..$30

The law abolishes discrimination in fees required of foreigners, ex

cept in reference to such countries as discriminate against citizens of

the United States—thus allowing English, French, Belgian, Austrian,

Russian, Spanish, and all other foreigners except the Canadians, to

enjoy all the privileges of our patent system (except in cases of designs)

on the above terms.

Messrs. .\i UNN & C0. are very extensively engagedln the preparation

and securing of Patents in the various European countries. For the

transaction of this business they have Oilices at Nos. 66 Chancery Lane

London; 29 Boulevard St. Martin, Paris; and 26 Rue des Epemnnicrs,

Brussseis. We think we may safety say that seven-cighths of all the

European Patents secured to American citizens are procured through

our Agency.

A pamphlet ofin formation concerning the proper course to be pursued

in obtaining patents through their Agency, the requirements of the

Patent Ollicc, &c., may be had gratis upon application at the Principal

Oilice, or either of the Branches. They also furnish a Circular of

Information about Foreign Patents.

Consultation may be had with the firm, between rum: and tom:

o‘clock, daily, at their PRINCIPAL Orncz, No. 37 Paar:-now, New

Yoax. We have also a Ba/iscn Orncs in the Crrr or Wasuiitorox. on

the coasza or F urn Szvssrn-srasars, opposite the United States Pat

ent Oilice. This office is under the general sunerintendcnce of one of

the firm, and is in daily communication with the Principal Otllce in New

York, and pcrsoualatteniion will be given at the Pati-nt Otlice to all

Iiivcntors and others who mav visit

Washingum, having business at the Patent Otlice, are cordially invited

to call at their ofilco.

Communications and remittances should be addressed to

MUNN & 00.,

Publishers, No. 37 Park-row, New York.

‘

Money Received

At the Scientific American Office on account of Patent

011100 business, for the week ending Saturday, MarchZ30, l86l:— .

E. S. 11., of Mass, $20; P. T., of N. Y., $15; J. S. (1., of Maine, $30;

 

J. H. I., 01' 111., $10; N. M., of Ohio, $10; J. E. M., of Pa., $15; 8. G.

S., of Mass, $25; J. S. P., of Conn., $30; 8. E. C., of Mass, $33; 0.

G. B., of N. Y., $15; 11. B., of Conn., $35; J. A. M., of Mo., $10; E.

(1., of Mass, $15; J. D., of Ohio, $40; A. E. 1-(., of Pa., $15; J. A. R.,

of Pa., $10; N. A. B., of N. Y., 515; E. R. W., of Iowa, $15; A. II.

T., of N. J., $30; 0. 5: C., of N. 11., $15; W. A., of N. Y., $40; J. A.

(1., of Mass, $25; A. it D., of N. 11., $25; M. D., of Ind., $25; L. F.

M., of N. Y., $25; A. J. 8., of Mass, $25; R. W., of \'t., $15; W. .\I.,

of Mass., $15; G. B., Jr., of N. Y., $15; V. D., Jr., of\’a., $10; G. M.,

ofIll., $15; N. E. D., of Ill., $30; 0. W. R., ofN. Y., $100; S. d: E., of

N. J., $15; S. C. D., ofConn., $15; E. D. M., of Conn., $30; R. G., of

Conn., $15; G. 11., of Md., $15; G. 1\'., of N. Y., $100; G. S., of N. Y.,

$30: W. F. S., of N. Y., $15; E. II. C., of Mich., $15; I. C. C.,of .\iich.,

$55; R. S., of N. J., $65; )1. N., of .\iass., $15; W. .\i., of Ill., $10; C.

11.1-‘., of N. Y., $15; B. S., of N. Y., $25; J. H., of Ind., $15; J. L.,

of N. Y., $25; 11. E. W., of N. Y., $15; W. G.,of Mass, $25; J. S.,

ofN. Y., $40; P. .\i., of Ind., $15; W. C., of Iowa, $15; J. B., of Ill.,

$30; E. W. B., of L. I., $10; N. R. 31., of N. Y., $10; A. H. I-‘., of Ill.,

$30; J. C. tit C. N. M., of Ill., $30; P. C., of N. Y., $15; R. 11., of

N. Y., $15; M. A. W., of Cal., $20; S. P., ofN. Y., $15; C. S., of N. Y.,

$15; D. A: R., of N. Y., $10; W. C. B., of N. 11., $50; W. & S., of Ohio,

$10; J. B. D., of .\iass., $25; J. P., Jr., of N. H., $25; G. 5: S., oftihlo,

$15; B. tk D., of N. J., $25; C. P. W., of N. Y., $25; W. C. C., of \\'is.,

$10; N. C., of N. Y., $15; A. 11'. & C. R. B., of Ind., $25; I-‘. W. 8., of

N. Y., $25; .1. C. B., of Conn., $25; 1’. A., of N. Y., $130; R. S., of

N. J., $25; M. D. W., of Ind., $30; C. \V., of Iowa, $25; M. S. (1., of

Wis., $30; J. McD.,of N. Y., $30: 11. T. C., of (‘-onn., $25: 8. D. C., of

Iowa, $30; C. W. C., of N. Y., $35; A. B., of N. J., $15; C. C., of Ind.,

$20; N. C. S., of Conn., $25; J. W., oi'Ind., $15, P. A., of N. Y., $130;

O. G. B., of N. Y., $25. __

Specifications, drawings and models belonging to parties

with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent Oillce dur

ing the week ending March 30, 1861:

[Thc patents on these cases, when issued, will be granted for seven

teen vears under the new Patent Law.]

S. J: B., of Va.; 11. T. C., of (.‘onn.; J. S. (1., of Maine; N. C. S., of

Conn.; R. W. A: D. 1)., of Y.; B. k D., of N. J.; W. & S., of‘ Ohio;

it. T., of N. Y.; t1.1’.W.,of N. Y.: W. A., of N. Y.; W. Ill., of N. \'.;

C. W., of Iowa; B. S., of N. Y; J. 11. J., of Ill.; S. & E., of N. .l.; B.

k 11., of N. Y.; M. A’. B., of (.‘onu.; S. E. C., of Mass.; J. P., Jr., of

N. 11.; II. S., Jr., of N. Y. (two cases); J. K. 11., of Ind. (two cases);

W. B., oi‘ .\'._Y.; it. R., of N. Y.; N. R. M., of N. Y.; Y. D., Jr., of

\'a.; J. R. R., of .\lass. (two cases): J. A. .\l., of 510.; B. 1., of .-\Ias.<i.;

.1. B. D., of .\lnss.; D. R., of N. Y.; S. 11., of Mass; J. S. S., of

N. Y.; (1. S., ofN. Y.; W. C. C., of “'18.; J. D., of Ohio; S. G. S., of

.\lass.; O. G. B., ofN. Y.

Y HE GREAT WONDER OF THE AGE.-SEAMLESS

IIOSIERY.—Maiiui'aciurcrs of hosiery are re nested to examine

the new macliine for the maiiiifactiirc of perfect hos cry with calf‘, heel,

root and toe at one and the same operation. This invention having been

fully completed and in practical operation, the ro motors oi‘ the pat

ents are now prepared to giant licenses to a lim to number of manu

facturers to mauul'acturc under their patents. The licenses will be

is.-iiicd upon such terms as to insure great economy of time and money,

besides giving an at-ilcie far superior toany other in the market. Ad

dress, for information, the President of the McNary Knittin Machine

Company, No. 25 William-street, New York. $5 eovvtt

 Arnssvsasnsas a 60., N0. 306 PEARL-STREET,

N(‘\\' Yoi-it, Maniifactiii-crs of Brass Work for Steam, (ins and

\Vaii'.r. ll bi‘
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0 MACHINISTS-—wANTED, A I-‘OREMAN FOR A

shop employing about ‘£0 hands, and manufacturing both light

and heavy machint:I'Y- Address Box No. 990 Philadelphia (l’ai:',1:;2st

Oillce.

A FINE CHANCE FOR BUSINESS IN SAN FRAN

cisco; a competent man wanted. Address I’. O. Box No. 550

Springfield, Mass.

 

1‘

v uavsvoas, CIVIL ENGINEERS, AND mosh IN

ld terested in accurate measurements, will, by sending their ad

dress, with a postage stamp, to the undersigned, receive “ A Short

'1‘reatise on Surveyor‘s Chains and Chain Mcusurin ." Second edi

tion; '21 pages, with irice list of the patent chains. “'1 lreaders please

bring this to the not cc of professional friends i’

J. .\i.(1RUMMAN, City Surveyor,

1‘ No. 377 Fulton-street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BCDEFG -- 123456. -- METALLIC LETTERS A N D

Figures to put on patterns.

Rouas Srvm.

 

 

Size, inch . . . . . . . .. 3-16 1-4 7-16 5-16

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80. 30. 4c. Iic.

Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-8 1-2 5-8 3-4

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30. 40. 4c. be.

Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l 1 1-4 1 1-2 2

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66. 70. 8c. IUC.

Gormo Srvas.

Size, inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1-<1 Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3c. '

Roxan Srru; BRANDING Iaoss.

Si7.e,inch. . . . . . . . .. 3-8 1-2 5-8 3-4

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -40 4c. be 60.

N. B.—Thcse are the sizes on the face of the letters. Orders solicit

ed. The Letters can be sent to all parts of the Union, either by mail or

express. We weigh all packages, and send them bv the cheapest con

ve_vam-..-. Terms cash.

Falls, N. Y. 1

TEREOSCOPTICONS—FOR PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS

or family clitertainments, p5oii|iciiig on the wall or screen Stereo

scopic Pictures magnified 10 to . feet square. Catalogue sent free on

application to JAMES W. QUEEN It CO.'S Mathematical, Optical and

Philosophical Instrument Manufactory, No. 924 Chestnut-sire.-t, Phila

delphia, Pa. 15 4"t:ow

NEW STYLE OF KNITTING MACHINE, JUST OUT,

for family use and manufacturing purposes ; elegantly con

structed, durable, light, portable and cheap; every family should have

one. For full particulars, send for an illustrated pamphlet. Address

J. B. AIKEN, Franklm, N. H. Agents wanted in eveiy Stall?) npd

county. t

I 0 MACI-lINISTS._FOR SALE, A SUSPENSION

Drill, uite new; never used; will be sold cheap. Apply to

S'1it)KES J: ROTHER, corner of Cliiland Fulton-streets, New 'ork.

i

ALUABLE NEW PATENT FOR SALE-HOSTEL
lA'I"S combined Ba -holder and Conve ‘er. Semi for circular and

description. [15 '1 J. R. I OFFER, Mount Joy, Pa.

DVICES AND CONSULTATIONS ON CHEMISTRY

 

 

 

 

 

a lllibtl to the Arts and Manufactures, Agriculture, &c.; Com

mon-inl ssayt-i; Plans of Factories; Drawings of Apparatuses. Ad

dress Professor H. DUSSAUCE, Chemist, New Lebanon, N. Y. 1'

 

HARLES T. & I. N. CHESTER, NO. 104 CENTER

street, New York, have long been established in the Telo 'raph

Sn iply and Manufacturing business and are prepared to turn sh to

onier any apparatus appertaining to Telegraphing and Electricity. 1'

 

RYANT’S COPYING INSTRUMENTS FOR ENLARG

in or reducinfz pictures from two to nine times with positive

accuracy, Including P lotographs, Ambrotypcs, and Drawings from

Nature. Price $1, and 24 cents extra for postage. Address E. K.

BRYANT, Ballardvale, Mass. 15 2'

E. HULL. MANUFACTURER OF PATENT BELT

. Hook Pliers and Belt Punch, Nashua, N. II. 15 11'

HE AMERICAN ENGINEER-A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

devoted to the interests of Marme. Locomotive and Stationary En

gineers. This paper is now in its third volume, and is enlarged to six

teen mgcs. Price $2; or live copies sent to one address for $5. The

onl’ nglnol-rs‘ paper now pub ishcd in the United States. Address

JO N t-. MERRIAM, Editor, No. 2 Nassau-street, New York. 15 tf

 

 

 

TEVENSON’S JONVAL TURBINE WATER WHEELS,

which gave a useful ei1‘ectoi'.9077 per cent oi‘ the power emploved

at the late trntl ofwater wheels at the Fuirmount Works, Philadelphia,

March 9, 1300 are nianufactttred solely byJ. E. STEVENSON, Novelty

Iron Works, New York. 14 2‘

OODWORTH PLANERS—PLANE 18 AND 24

inches wide, $85 and $90. Also tenoning and molding ma

chines; one second hand steam engine, 15 horse power; four engine

lathcs, second hand. All kinds oi woolen machinery for cloth or wool

hats. Address HARRISON FLINT, Danbury, Conn. 14 -1*

 

 

TO LECTURERS AND EXHIBITORS.-OXYCALCIUM

lanterns to exhibit stereoscopic pictures on a screen 12 to 18 feet

in diameter. Oxycalcium lantern with microscope attachment.

Ilydro-oxygen lanterns. A large collection of photo 'raphs on glass,

colored. Also stereoscopic pictures to exhibit with t e above. Also,

astronomical, geolo deal and Scriptural subjects. Catalogues sent free

by mail on applicui on.

MCALLISTER & BROTHER,

14 2' No. 728 C1li;'8l.lllll.-8l.""t:t Philadelphia, Pa.

ARREN’S TURBINE WATERWHEEL (WARREN dz

Damou’s patent).—Cotton and woolen manufacturers, mill

wrights and mlllowncrs, and every mechanic who would economize in

water power should investigate this wheel. Recentimpruvementsare

included and clearly illustrated in a late pamphlet of 51 pages. Ap

p_licants send two stamps. Special attention paid to Southern trade.

hey are arranged compact and portable, re uiring no mechanical
skil to set and operate them. Every \\'I1et:lI warranted. Address

ALONZO WARREN, Agent, American\i'aterwheel Company, No. 31

Exchange-street, Boston, Mass. 12 6*

OOK ON PORTABLE ENGINES-“ PRACTICAL IN

structions for the Portable Engine, Enabling Every One to be

Ills Own Engineer; by a Graduate of the Mhltary Academy, and

Former Member of the United States Corps of Engineers." A large

illustrated pam )llI8l, sent by mail to any pant oi‘ the country price 25

cents by the\ ASIIINGTON mos nouns &!Wbll1’ N. Y.

“'l‘he above cstabli.-ihinent manufactures Portable Engines of all

sizes, having the latest and most valuable mtenied im rovemcnts, and

being an excellent combination of known evices for t to production oi

it compact, eillclent and cheap Portable Enginc."—Scinsrn"tc Assur

CAN. 13 8

ANTERNS ARRANGED FOR THE NEW OXYGEN

limelight and pictures for the stereopticon, also photographs;

the ilnest magic mntern icturea ever groduced. Catalogues sml by

mail free. C. T. A\lSL R, Optician, o. 635 Chestnut-street, Phila

delphia, Pa. 10 6'eow

ULPIIATE OF AMMONIA, SUITABLE FOR AGRI

 

 

 

 

iiitiiuriictured by COWING & Co., Si‘.l1t’Ci't I

HOMES FOR THE INDUSTRIOUS,

IN rm:

GARDEN STATE OF THE WEST.

THE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY

HAVE FOR SALE

l,2tD,0lI) ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS

IN ’

TRACTS OF FORTY ACRES AND UPWARD

ON

LONG CREDIT AND AT LOW PRICES.

 

I MECHANICS, FARMERS AND woamso MEN.

I The attention of the enterprising and industrious portion of the com

munity is directed to the following statements and liberal inducements

' ofiered them by the

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY,

I which, as they will perceive, will enable them, by proper enerm, per

severance and industry, to provide comfortable homes for themselves

I and families, with, comparatively speaking, very little capital.

LANDS OF ILLINOIS.

F No state in the Valley of the Mississippi offers so great an inducement

to the settler as the State of Illinois. There is no portion of the world

where all of the conditions of climate and soil so admirably combine to

produce those two great staples-corn and wheat—as the prairies of

Illinois. ~

THE SOUTHERN PART

of the Statelies within the zone of the cotton regions, while the soil is

admirably adapted to the growth of tobacco and hemp; and the wheat

is worth from iifteen to twenty cents more per bushel than that raised

further North.

 

arcs ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS.

culiurul and chemical purposes, tor sale b DODGE, COLVILLE
& OLCOTT, No. 188 Pearl-street, New York. Y 12 0'

MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-AVISIMPORTANT.

Les Inventeurs non familiers aveo la langue Anglaise et qui pre

féreraient nous commnniquer leurs inventions on Francais, peuvent

nous adresser dans leur langue natale. Envo 'ez nous un dessin ct

une description concise pour notre examcn. outos communications

loront rocnos en confidence.

AXERICAN Oillcc, No. 87 Park-row, NewYLIENN it 00., Sctsirrtric

01".

The deep rich loam of the prairies is cultivated with such wonderful

facility that the farmers of the Eastern and Middle States are moving

to Illinois in great numbers. The area of Illinois is about equal to that

of England and the soil is so rich that it will suuport twenty millions

of people.

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS.

These lands are contiguous to a railroad 700 miles in length, which

connects with other roads, and navigable lakes and rivers, thus ai1‘ord

ing an unbroken communication with the Eastern and Southern mar

kets. ‘ '

APPLICATION OF CAPITAL.

Thus far, capital and labor have been applied to developing the soil;

the great resources of the State in coal and iron are almost untouched.

The invariable rule that the mechanical arts flourish best where food

and fuel are cheapest, will follow at an early day in Illinois, and in the

course of the next ten years the natural laws and necessities of the

case warrant the belief that at least five hundred thousand people will

be engaged in the State of Illinois in various manufacturing pursuits.

RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS.

Over $100,000,000 of private capital have been expended on the rail

roads of Illinois. Inasmuch as part of the income from sevcraloi

these works, with a valuable public fund in lands, go to diminish the

State expenses, the taxes are light, and must, consequently, every day

decrease.

THE STATE DEBT.

The State debt is only $10,l05,398.1-1, and, within the last three years,

has been reduced $2,959,746.80; and we may reasonably expect that in

ten years it will become extinct.

PRESENT POPULATION.

The State is rapidly illllng up with population; 868,026 persons having

been added since 1850, making the present population l,722,663—-a ratio

of 102 per cent in ten years.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.

The agricultural products of Illinois are greater than those of any

other State. The products sent out during the past year exceeded

1,500,000 tuns. The wheat crop of 1860 approaches 3-5,0il),00J of bushels.

while the corn crop yields not less than 1-10,000,000;bushels.

FERTILITY OF THE SOIL.

Nowhere can the industrious farmer secure such immediate results

for his labor as upon these prairie soils, they being composed of a deep,

rich loam, the fertility of which is unsurpassed by any on the globe.

T0 ACTUAL CULTIVATORS.

Since 1854, the company have sold l,800,iIl0 acres. They sell only to

actual cultivators, and every contract contains an agreement to culti

WLIQ. TIIO POIMI I188 D8011 CODSIPIICLGG l.li1'0ll;.:Ll lhgsc mltds at M] expense

of $30,000,iXX). In 1850, the pouul.i.'ir~n oi the forty-nine counties

through which it passes was only 335,593, since which 479,923 have been

added. making the whole population 814.891--a gain of 143 per cent.

EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY.

A an evidence of the thrift of the people, it may be stated that 6(X),0ll)

tuns of freight, including 8,6il),000 bushels of grain and 2b0,(ll0 barrels

of ilour, were forwarded over the line last year.

EDUCATION.

Mechanics and working men will 7 ilnd the free school system on

couraged by the State, and endowed with it large revenue for the sup

port of schools. Their children can live in sight of the church and

schoolhouse and grow with the prosperity of the leading State in the

Great Western Empire.

PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT. ,

The prices of these lands vary from $6 to $25 per acre, according to

location, quality, kc. First-class farming lands sell for about $10 or

$12 per acre; and the relative expense of siubduing prairie land as com

pared with wood land is in the ratio of 1 to 10 in favor of the former.

The terms of sale for the bulk of these lands will be

ONE YEAR’S INTEREST IN ADVANCE,

at six per cent per annum, and six interest notes at six per cent, payable

respectively in one, two, three, four, five and six years from date of

sale; and four notes for principal, payable in four, five, six and seven

years from date of sale; the contractstipulating that one-tenth of the

tract purchased shall be fenced and cultivated, each and every year, for

five years from the date of sale, so that, at the end of live years, one-half

shalt be fenced and under cultivation.

TWENTY PER CENT WILL BE DEDUCTED

from the valuation for cash. except the same should be at six dollars per

acre, when the cash price will be live dollars.

Pamphlets descriptive of the lands, soil, climate, productions, prices,

and terms of payment, can be had on application to

J. W FOSTER, Land Commlsioner,

Illinois Central Railroad,

Chicago, Ill.

For the names of the towns, villages and ‘cities situated upon the

giipdols Central Railroad, see pages 188,189,190. Appleton‘: Railway

u e.

 

l

ORTER’S IMPROVED GOVERNOR.

The reputation of these governors is well established. Parties

troubled with unsteady power may send for them in entire confidence.

They never fail.

The numerous valves in use are all equally good, if well made; the

form of the opening is immaterial. The overnors are warranted to

work erlectlly with any and all valves, w ich move freely and close

tolera ly tigh .

A style is made expressly adapted to waterwheels, to which they will

give a perfectly uniform motion, under any variation of resistance.

I have long done with troublin my customers for certificates; but am

able to refer to a large number o parties now using this governor in a

miltjority oi the States of the Union.

will send a governor to any responsible party for triaL If it does not

operate perfectly it may be returned.

A liberal discount to the trade, whose orders will always be promptly

tilled.

CHARLES T. PORTER,

N0. 235 West Thirteenth-street, corner of Ninth-avenue,

I IS New York City.
 

HARLES A. SEELY, CHEMIST, NO. 424 BROADWAY,

New Yorlt.—Analyscs of ores, minerals, articles of commerce, &c.

Advice and instruction in chemical processes gem-rally. Adviw-on

chemical patents. 1-1 2*

OHM OIL! OIL l—FOR RAILROADS, STEAMERS, AND

for Machinery and Burning.—Pease‘s Improved Machine ' and

Burning Oil will save titty per cent and will not um. This Oi pos

sesses ualities vitally essential for lubricating an burninv, and found
in no 0 ter oil. It is offered to the public upon the most rerliable, thor

ough and practical test. Our most skillful engineers and machinists

pronounce it superior to and cheaper than any other, and the only oil

that is in all cases reliable and will not gum. The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,

after several tests, pronounces it “ superior to any other they have ever

used for machinery." For sale only by the Inventor and Manufacturer

F. S. PEASE,

No. 61 Main-street, Buffalo, N. Y.

N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United States and

Europe. 1-1 13

 

 

UMPS! PUMPSH PUMPS! ! l-CARY’S IMPROVED

Rotary Force Pump, unrivaled for pum inglhot or cold ii uids.

Manufactured and sold b CARY dz BRAICE D,Bmckport . Y.
Also, Bold by J. C. CARY, Y0. 2 Astor House, New York City. 11 13

 

EW SHINCLE MACHINE—THAT VVILL RIVE AND

Shave 24,000 Shingles in a day, for sale by S. C. HILLS, No. 1’)

Plait-street, Ncw York. 1 ti‘

 

TRAVELING AGENTS WANTED-—TO SELL A NE“!

and valuable machine on commission or salary. For instructions

ansd lterms, address, with stamps, J. W. HARRIS A; CO., Boston, Mass.

Oi

ACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, ENGINE

HOSE.—The su eriority of these articles manufactured of vul

canized rubber, is estab ished. Every belt will be warranted superior

to leather, at one-thml less price. The Steam Packing is made in every

variety, and warranted to stand 300 dogs. of heat. The Hose never needs

oiling, and is warranted to stand any required pressure; together with

all varieties ofrubberadapted to mechanical purposes. Directions, prices

dc. can be obtained by mail or otherwise at our warehouse. N15“1

voiu; BI-JLTING sun PACKING conrasv.

JOHN II. CHEEVER, Treasurer,

I1 13 Non. 37 and 38 Park-row, New York.

CIENTIFIC REPORTING.—PATENT SUITS, INVOLV

ing questions of science or mechanics, ‘reported verbatim: sci

entific-lectures, or the proceedings of sci itific socu-tics, either re

ported in full or condensed, by lIE ‘RY M. ARKHURST, of the iirm

of Burr & Lord, Short-hand Writers and Law Reporters, No. 121

Nassau-street, New York. ltf

UILD do GARRISON’S STEAM PUMPS FOR ALL

' kinds of independent Steam Pumping, for sale at Nos. 55 and 57

First-street, Williamsburgh, L. L, and No. 74 Beekman-street, New

York. I 26] GUILD, GARRISON It CO.

 

 

 

 

LINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY--MANUFACTUR

era of Power Loomvwire Cloth, for threshing machines, fan mills,

grain assorters, rice mills, locomotive spark-arresters, and all other

uses, of a superior quality. Contracts made with the trade and large

consumers, on such terms that they will find itto their interest to take

their supply from us. Our trademark-“ Power Loom Wire Cloth.”

' C. 11. WATERS, Agent and Treasurer

2 14 Clinton, .\ ass.

OLID EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARE NOW MANU

factnrmg wheels of this remarkable substance for cutting, grind

ing and polishing metals, that will outwear hundreds of the kind com

monly used, and will do a much greater amount of Work in the same

time, and more eilicicntly. All interested can see them in operation at

at our warehouse, or circulars describing them will be furnished by

mail.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.,

14 18 Nos. 37 and 311 Park-row, New York.

 

 

ECK’S PATENT DROP PRESS._TllE MOST PER

fect machine in use for the manufacture of silver, copper or tin

warei s‘poons,_1ewelry, iorgmg drc. ltlanufactured by the pntelilee.

10 6 MILO PECK tit CO., New Haven, Conn.

C L. GODDARD, AGENT, NO. 3 BOWLING GREEN,
. New York. Only manufacturer of th St 1 R‘ I

Packing Burring Machines and Feed Rolls for l?l’oole((;ardi;:l8&cl.md25§Siil:'d

RON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, AND oriisa

Machinists‘ Tools, _of superior quality, on hand and iinishmg, and

for sale low- also Harrison's Grain Mills. For descriptive circular tul

dress New aven Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Conn. 1 26'

Vvoonwoarn PLANERS_IRON FRAMES TO PLANE
18 to 2-1 inches wid , g gow nu F . , JNo. 12 Platt-street, New Ygrl: 8 I or mm by S (I- H" L5.

 

ltf

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES—-COMBINING THE

maximum of cillciency, durability and oconomv with the minimum

of weight and nice. They received the 1 .-(‘OLD MED ‘
American Institute at their late Fair as thea{.‘gIic.-‘st Portable 1"}?

gine." Particularlv adapted to railway purposes, as repair shopnnd

station engines. very engine warranted satisfacio , or no sale.

Descriptive cincularsseut on application. Address J.'C. 11OAl)Ll-21'

Lawrence, Mass. 8 26'
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GLAOIEB8.

Among the most remarkable objects on the surface

of our earth are the great rivers of ice that are forever

slowly creeping down the valleys of the Alps. The

globe on which we live is sweeping through a region

of intense cold, the warmth which is essential to

animal life extending at farthest but a few miles from

its surface. The rays of the sun, which produce the

heats of summer, pour through the cold space above

without leaving in it any traces of their power. The

water which is evaporated from the ocean and rivers,

as it floats upward into the cold region, is there con

densed, and, falling upon the summits of the moun

tains, covers them with deep layers of perpetual snow.

As the snow accumulates in vast masses in the valleys

which furrow the steep sides of the mountains, it is

pressed downward by its own weight along the val

ley, and when it reaches the boundary of perpetual

frost, it is converted into clear solid ice. From what

we know of the properties of ice we should suppose

that a mass of it hundreds of feet in thickness, wedged

in between the rocky and ragged sides of a crooked

valley, would remainimmovably fixed in its position;

but carefuland repeated experiments show that this is

not the case. Professor Forbes, of Edinburgh, by

placing rows of stakes across a glacier and observing

them carefully with a theodolite, ascertained that the

whole mass was moving slowly and steadily downward,

at the rate of a few inches only in 24 hours.

Within a few years glaciers have been thoroughly

investigated by Agassiz, Forbes, Tyndall and many

others, and hundreds of observations of their motions

and phenomena have been made with suitable instru

ments. It is found that the motion is more rapid in

the middle than at the sides, at the surface than at the

bottom, in the summer than in the winter—and like

rivers of water, glaciers move the most rapidly in the

steepest part of their course, the motion becoming

very slow indeed where the ice spreads out to fill a

broad part of the valley. When the earth falls down

from the sides of the valley upon the edges of the

glacier, it rests there, forming long lines or walls,

which are called morames. When two streams of ice

unite, the moraines upon the contiguous edges come

into the middle of the combined stream, and thus the

glacier in the lower part of its course becomes marked

with rows of earthy matter and broken rocks extend

ing lengthwise along its surface. When separate

masses of rock roll down from the sides of the valley

and rest upon the ice, they protect the ice directly

beneath them from the action of the sun's rays, and

as the surface around is melted away, these rocks re

main lifted up on short pillars, presenting a very

singular appearance. Isolated masses of gravel also

protect the ice from melting, and when that around

melts away, the mass falls into aconioalform, and thus

the glacier becomes dotted with cones of gravel the

hearts of which are of ice.

As the glacier moves down the mountain into the

warm regions, it is melted on the surface, and thus its

vertical depth diminishes at its lower portion, though

it generally terminates abruptly with an end of con

siderable thickness, a stream of water usually flowing

out of a deep cave in the end. In summer this end

melts more rapidly than the glacier moves down. and

the terminus retreats up the valley ; but in winter the

head of the frozen monster is pushed downward along

the valley, plowing up the ground, tearing trees from

the earth, and sometimes crushing in the walls of

houses.

The Himilayas and other mountains which rise into

the regions of perpetual frost produce glaciers, as well

as the Alps. Near the pole, the glaciers are some

times pushed quite into the sea, when their ends

break off and float away, forming the icebergs, which

are occasionally encountered on the voyage from this

country to Europe.

 

Col. C. W. Saladee, patentee of the steam plow

illustrated in No. 10 of the present volume of the

Scrssrrrro Arrsarcan, writes us from Texas that he is

about to start for Philadelphia, where he is having a

full-sized operating machine constructed. He desires

that communications may be addressed to him at the

Merchants’ Hotel, Philadelphia, for the next ninety

days.

N

A sworn patent in England for fishing rail-joints

saved $30,000,000 to the public in 14 years.

 

HALE‘S MOI)E OF IMPELLING BHCT AND SHELL.

The famous congreve rocket, which was invented in

1804, was condemned by the Duke of Wellington as

being more dangerous to the army that used it than to

the enemy, from the uncertainty in the direction of

its flight. It has often occurred to us that the prin

ciple of propelling rockets might be applied to cannon

shot, in connection with a tube of sufficient length to

insure the flight in the desired direction, and we here

illustrate a plan invented by Mr. \Villiam Hale, of

England, for accomplishing this.

The rocket-shell is represented in Figs. 1 and 2.

The shell, a, has a long iron cylinder, b, attached to

its rear end ; this cylinder being filled with meal

powder, e, compressed, so that it will burn slowly.

The burning of this powder generates hot gases which

exert a powerful pressure against the whole interior

of the cylinder, and by making holes in the rear end

of the cylinder, a portion of the pressure is removed

from this part, leaving the pressure against the for

 

 

ward end not fully counterbalanced, which according

ly drives the missile forward in that direction. A

central rod, d, holds the plate, f, securely against

the rear end of the cylinder, and serves to distribute

the propellingpowder in the annular chamber around

this rod. A space is left within the cylinder around

the outside of the powder, so that the powder may

burn from its external surface inward, and when the

fire reaches the central rod, it lights a fuse which ex

plodes the powder in the shell.

Fig. 3 represents the apparatus for starting the

shell in the desired direction of its flight when used

on board ship. A slit is made through the deck, k,

of the vessel for the sliding back and forth horizon

tally of the frame, h h, and pendulum rod, 0 ; the gun,

b, being supported on the rollers, 1' i, which run upon

the deck by the sides of the slit. A curved railway

g, is fitted to support the rolling pendulum, d, so that

as the vessel rolls, this heavy pendulum will preserve

its vertical position, and thus keep the gun in a hori

zontal position, or at any angle of elevation desired.

Mankind were never more earnestly engaged in im

proving instruments for destroying each other than

they are at the present time.
 

Improved ltodo of Extracting Phosphorus from Bones

Le Génie Industriel describes a process recently pat

ented by Mr. Cari Mantrand, of Paris, for extracting

phosphorus from bones-more economically than by

the processes heretofore employed.

The calcined bones, reduced to a fine powder, are

mingled with a suflicient quantity of pulverized char

coal to combine, as carbonic oxyd, with all the

oxygen of the phosphate. The mixture is placed in

an earthenware cylinder varnished on the inside, fill

ing the cylinder to three-fourths of its capacity. The

cylinder is then heated red hot, and a current of hy

drochloric acid gas is blown into it. The phosphate

of lime is immediately decomposed, forming chloride

  

of calcium and carbonic oxyd, while the liberated

phosphorus is evaporated and driven through a cop

per tube, which leads into a vessel of cold water

where the phosphorus is condensed.

The chloride of calcium, disembarrassed of the char

coal, in contact with sulphuric acid, regenerates

hydrochloric acid for a new operation.

The labor of pulverizing the bones may be saved by

digesting them with a solution of hydrochloric acid ;

using for this purpose the water of the condenser from

the preceding operation.

-———<_-»———

Is a communication to one of the London periodi

cals, Mr. Wm. Bridges Adams, a writer upon practi

cal subjects, states that the earliest iron vessels con

structed on the Clyde were large, flat-bottomed, wall

sided, open troughs of sheet iron, rivetted together at

the seams, precisely like a long tank fitted with a

wooden lid in the shape of a deck. Had such a ves

sel been required to boil a whale entire, it would have

formed an admirable kettle by simply removing the

deck .

-—-“.~—————

In his report of the London Fire Department for

1860, the engineer states there were 54 incendiary

fires during the year.
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